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School making progress toward five-year goals

Dean Brad Hamm

I

n one year, we will celebrate our 100th anniversary as a journalism program at Indiana
University. IU is one of the oldest programs in
the nation and has a great history.
I came to Indiana as dean nearly five years
ago. The challenge was to accomplish goals
developed by the dean’s search committee
and the IU president and IU Bloomington
chancellor.
Here are some of those goals and our
progress so far:
I — Enhance the reputation and quality of
the undergraduate program
We established the Ernie Pyle Scholars program, our honors program, four years ago to
recruit top students from around the country.
In addition to honors classes, the scholars
spend a week at the Poynter Institute in St.
Petersburg, Fla., and eight weeks in London
working as interns.
We set up special international courses to
Seoul for new media; London, Normandy
and Paris for an Ernie Pyle history class;
Tokyo for international public relations; and
Santiago for Latin American journalism. This
year’s addition is a six-week summer course
on Reporting HIV/AIDS in Eldoret, Kenya,
in connection with the unique IU School of
Medicine program there.
The results: New majors increased by 37
percent, the highest increase on campus, and
overall enrollment increased by 65 percent.
The number of diverse students increased by
77 percent.

Journalism school seniors who had an
international experience at IU increased from
about 20 percent to 52 percent — by far the
highest on campus and double the university
average.
During this time, the university also
increased the average SAT score among entering freshmen by nearly 100 points.
II — Lead a fundraising effort within IU’s
Matching the Promise Campaign
IU’s goal in fall 2005 was for the School
of Journalism to raise $5 million primarily in
new scholarships for students by June 2010.
I’m thrilled to report that we reached
nearly $5.6 million — or 112 percent of our
goal — by December. In 2009, we received the
two largest undergraduate scholarships in the
school’s history: $1.5 million and $1 million.
Of all the named gifts in our 100-year
history, nearly 20 percent were established
or received in the past four years. We have
increased future student scholarship funding
by more than 50 percent.
III — Protect and secure the financial
future of the school
The school’s budget is a priority. State funding is declining in Indiana and many states,
and the current recession has led to cuts of
almost 25 percent in state funds received by
the journalism school. Today, state funding
provides about 20 percent of the IU budget,
with student payments, fundraising and grants
providing 80 percent.
Schools also pay for renovations to their
buildings, and Ernie Pyle Hall is nearly 65
years old. Over the past four years, we paid all
debts, provided new money for important programs, renovated significant parts of our building and maintained a reserve for emergencies.
It is not an easy time financially across
the nation, but we have spent a tremendous
amount of time and energy to protect this
program financially as best as possible and to
secure its future.

IV — Maximize the potential of the
Indianapolis campus
The School of Journalism has programs in
Bloomington and Indianapolis. Very few journalism programs in the nation offer courses
and programs within both a traditional Big
Ten-style campus and an urban research university with a top-ranked
medical school.
We need to take advantage of this unique
opportunity. So far we have established
the National Sports Journalism Center in
Indianapolis with an extraordinary advisory
board, a leading Web site (sportsjournalism.
org), internship opportunities offered specifically for IU students and new courses.
The potential in Indianapolis is incredible. Indianapolis is one of the top 15 cities
by population in the United States; the state’s
media center (with the national Society of
Professional Journalists, too); and the home
of the largest number of our alumni. We
should plan for our program at IUPUI, our
connections in the city, and opportunities for
Bloomington students in internships and special programs there.
V — Overall
In the past five years, the school: received
full accreditation in journalism in 2008;
hired 40 percent of the current full-time faculty; became the new home of the Indiana
Journalism Hall of Fame and the Associated
Press Sports Editors; revised our communications in Newswire and on the Web; and set up
annual alumni visits in cities where the largest
number of our alumni are gathered: Chicago,
New York City, Washington, Los Angeles and
St. Petersburg, Fla.
The challenge from former President
Adam Herbert in 2005 was clear: Make certain this journalism school ranks among the
best in the nation. Last fall, we began strategic
planning — essentially a five-year plan — to
determine our significant goals for the future.
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The latest news from the IU school of journalism

Jessica Haney

PR students develop
‘Bigs’ campaigns

Andrew Countryman critiques a student’s work as part of the Experts Workshop.

Experts Workshop matches alumni,
students for critique sessions
Alumni in three different communications
fields visited Ernie Pyle Hall in November
for an Experts Workshop that paired them
with students for one-on-one critiques of
their work.
Larra Overton, BAJ’05, a reporter for
WTWO-TV and Big Ten Network; Andrew
Countryman, BA’83, MA’91, assistant business editor at the Chicago Tribune; and
Scott Goldberg, BAJ’94, vice president
at Fleishman-Hillard public relations in
Chicago, consulted with students and
offered them suggestions on how to
improve their skills.
Students chose their experts in accordance with their career goals. They submitted portfolios with clips, resumes and cover
letters in advance so the experts arrived
having already seen and written comments
about each student’s work.

The Experts Workshop is the first formal program of its kind. Associate Dean
for Undergraduate Studies Michael Evans
formulated the idea when he realized
Bloomington was at a geographical disadvantage to big cities, where inviting professionals into the classrooms is easy.
Evans said based on this workshop’s
success, he plans to host one each semester
in the future.
Overton said she was flattered and honored to be asked to participate in the first
workshop.
“It’s always a pleasure to go back to the
journalism school, and it was especially an
honor to provide feedback to the talented
group of students we have at the journalism school,” she said.
— Shannon McEnerney

In September, students in Ralph Winslow
Visiting Professor Jim Bright’s J429 Public
Relations Campaigns class welcomed
two unusual visitors to campus — retired
insurance executive Larry Forrester and
13-year-old Mikey, his “Little Brother.”
The pair came to talk to the class
about their five-year relationship through
Big Brothers Big Sisters, the focus of the
students’ class-based public relations
campaign proposals.
Bright’s own Little Brother, Jeremy,
also joined the class and talked about
their experience. Jeremy’s dad suffers
from a serious health condition and is
not able to get out much, so he looks to
Bright to take Jeremy places.
The two pairs provided a real-life
example of how Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Indiana’s 21 chapters help match adult
role models with children in need. The
students also spoke during the semester
with local and regional leaders of Big
Brothers Big Sisters of Indiana.
To continue to make matches for kids
like Mikey and Jeremy, BBBS must find a
way to recruit more volunteers and bring
in more funds. That’s where the student
campaigns can play a role, Bright said.
Working in four agency groups,
the students conducted research and
developed campaigns to encourage
volunteers and donors.
— Allison Davis
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Skin lightening in India focus of Parameswaran study

James Brosher

India,” was published last fall in Journalism
& Communication Monographs, one of the
flagship publications of the Association
of Education in Journalism and Mass
Communication.
Growing up in Hyderabad, India,
Parameswaran learned early on that her
dark skin was not something people were
going to envy her for. In India, lightskinned women are considered the most
beautiful, and it is much easier for them to
find husbands than those who are darker.
The pain of being dark has led Indian
women to look for ways of lightening their
skin. Time-honored methods involve using
turmeric and lemon juice. But a plethora of
products on store shelves promises lighter
skin in a bottle.
Parameswaran and Cardoza conducted
a textual analysis of print and television

Kavitha Cardoza, left, and Radhika
Parameswaran

Associate professor Radhika Parameswaran
and research partner Kavitha Cardoza, a
senior reporter at National Public Radio
affiliate WAMU in Washington, D.C.,
spent almost seven years studying the
advertising of skin lightening products
in India. Their study, “Melanin on the
Margins: Advertising and the Cultural
Politics of Fair/Light/White Beauty in

advertisements for products, looking for thematic glue that might bind them altogether
into a kind of narrative whole.
The study was an attempt to make sense
of the ads not only in light of views of beauty, but also in light of India’s expanding role
in global economics.
“India’s role on the world stage is changing,” Parameswaran said. “It’s becoming
a bigger player in the global economy, is
moving from Third World to First World.
And, so, these ads are telling people that
they need to become modern, that, in order
to become part of ‘New India,’ they need to
buy these products. This becomes an issue
of social mobility, the idea that if you have
lighter skin you are more beautiful, you
will be more successful, you will be able to
change your place in society more easily.”
— Rosemary Pennington

Nonfiction, radio, sports subjects of fall Speaker Series
A nonfiction author, a public radio executive and a top sports broadcaster shared words of wisdom during the school’s
fall Speaker Series. Read the full reports at www.journalism.indiana.edu.

Jeffrey Zaslow, author of The Last
Lecture, the story of Randy Pausch’s
last lecture at Carnegie Mellon
University during Pausch’s final stages
of pancreatic cancer

“That was my task, to put him in
a bottle. And that’s what I did.”
“If you’re a journalist-to-be, go
drive that 300 miles because it
might be a story worth telling.”
< 4 > newswire / Spring 2010

Jeremy Hogan

“There’s a flowering of grass roots
news organizations all over the
country. I am as optimistic about
journalism as I’ve ever been.”

Fox Sports broadcaster Joe Buck on his
experience as the youngest person to
broadcast the World Series for an audience
of 13 million as an announcer for the St.
Louis Cardinals

“If there were 3 million or just
three, it wouldn’t have mattered.
I was scared out of my wits.”
Jeremy Hogan

Jeremy Hogan

“You should care a great deal
about what happens in
journalism. It’s about the future
of our democracy.”

Vivian Schiller, CEO, National Public Radio

“I can honestly say I never wanted
to disappoint (my dad). I was
deathly afraid of doing that, and
it kept me out of trouble.”

thescoop

Alumni, friends
meet in Indianapolis
About 75 alumni and friends of the
School of Journalism attended a reception at the Rock Bottom Restaurant and
Brewery in Indianapolis in November.
The School of Journalism Alumni Board
hosted the reception, and Dean Brad
Hamm and National Sports Journalism
Center Director Tim Franklin, BA’83,
were the guest speakers.
The reception was held the day before
the journalism alumni board’s meeting at IUPUI, the focus of which was
brainstorming about the future of the
journalism program on the Indianapolis
campus. (see story on p. 22). Chicago-area
alumni attended a reception Feb. 25 in
downtown Chicago.

Journalism
graduate student
is Muskie fellow
Graduate student Shahla Sultanova of
Azerbaijan is one of three Edmund S.
Muskie Fellows on the IU campus. She
came to IU last fall.
The fellowship program began in
1992 to encourage economic and democratic growth in Eurasia, specifically 12
countries from the former Soviet Union,
and is sponsored by the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs of the U.S.
Department of State.
In addition to their academic work,
fellows perform community service and
complete a summer internship in their
fields of study.
Of about 3,000 applications per year,
5 percent are accepted for the program.
Other Muskie Fellows at IU are Mushegh Harutyunyan of Armenia (economics) and Natalya Panchenko of Kazakhstan (environmental management).

Student publications win more than 50 awards
Indiana University Bloomington’s
student publications won more
than 50 awards from three national
associations in the fall, including
national first places for IU’s newspaper and magazine.
The Indiana Daily Student won first
place among large dailies in the Associated Collegiate Press’s Best of Show
competition. The newspaper’s section
on homecoming won a second place.
Inside magazine, launched four
years ago, won a national first in Best
of Show.
Individual ACP winners include:
• 		IDS sports reporter Matt Dollinger,
		first in sports writing for his
		coverage of the rebirth of
		Hoosier basketball;
• 		IDS columnist Indira Dammu, first
		in opinion writing for her column
		on the culture of rape;
• 		2008 Arbutus yearbook photo		grapher Jacob Kriese, second in
		feature/picture;
• 		IDS designer Larry Buchanan,
		third in infographics.
Even IU student media’s professional staff was honored. IDS news
adviser Ruth Witmer won a CMA
Honor Roll Award, which recognizes
advisers with up to five years of
distinguished experience.
In two other national competitions, IU journalists won more awards
than any other school. Designers won
six firsts among 14 awards in the Best
of Collegiate Design competition of
College Media Advisers, and staffers
won 17 firsts among 36 Gold Circle
Awards from Columbia Scholastic
Press Association.
IU also was the only university
whose newspaper, news Web site,
magazine and yearbook were finalists
in ACP’s Pacemaker Awards.
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Polsgrove launches
online magazine

Alex Farris

thescoop
Professor Emerita Carol
Polsgrove recently launched a
new author’s Web site featuring
interviews and commentaries
on writing and publishing in
addition to updates on her
own writing.
The site, “Carol Polsgrove on
Writers’ Lives,” debuted with a
Q-and-A interview with Carol
Sklenicka, author of a new biography, Raymond Carver: A Writer’s
Life, a book that’s getting a lot
of attention, including a review
in The New York Times by author
Stephen King.

Carol Polsgrove

Assistant professor Lesa Hatley Major
recently received a $38,150 grant from the
IU Office of the Vice President for Research
to study the presentation of health news
and its influence on media audiences’
attitudes about health problems.
The grant was awarded through the
2008-2009 Faculty Research Support
Program.
With the assistance of research assistant and doctoral student Stacie Meihaus
Jankowski and additional financial assistance from the School of Journalism,
Hatley Major will conduct a series of
experiments throughout the 2009-2010
academic year.
Using adult volunteers from a multicounty region, Hatley Major’s experiments
will explore how the presentation of news
influences the ways audience members
think about health problem causes and
solutions. She will create Web sites that
present healthcare news stories about obesity and lung cancer using different types
of language and then see how her subjects’
attitudes about who is responsible for the
health problems are affected by the specific
stories they read.
< 6 > newswire / Spring 2010

Jessica Haney

Hatley Major studies
media influence in
health care stories

Lesa Hatley Major

“This research is taking it to the
next level,” said Hatley Major, not only
because of the study of emotion, but
also because of a focus on policy-level
outcomes. As she wrote in her proposal,
the research is groundbreaking because
“it expands theory in mass communication and social psychology.”
In order to consider the policy implications of health communication, Hatley
Major is collaborating with Robert
Goidel, professor and director of public policy and research in the Manship
School of Mass Communication at
Louisiana State University. Goidel and
Hatley Major began working together on
this topic during Hatley Major’s dissertation work at LSU.
— Jessica Birthisel

“It’s an experiment, a little room of
my own on the Web,” Polsgrove said.
“It’s kind of an indulgence, a way to sit
down and have an in-depth conversation
with someone I’m really interested in.”
Polsgrove decided to publish interviews with writers after conducting a
fruitful interview with Sklenicka about
the life of short story writer and poet
Raymond Carver. Once the interview was
complete, Polsgrove needed a platform
through which to share the material.
A believer in the Web’s ability to organize and archive important resources,
Polsgrove thought the Internet could
be a good venue for longer-form
writing (her first interview runs over
5,000 words).
“There’s an intensity and a wholeness and a depth that you won’t get in a
10-minute interview,” said Polsgrove of
her format.
Polsgrove also noted the site’s usefulness to the burgeoning population
of writers.
“I think there are many, many people
who want to be writers,” said Polsgrove.
“A lot of people think, ‘If I’m great, why
am I not famous?’ Whatever can throw
light on the power structures and institutional realities behind who becomes a
published writer will be beneficial
to them.”
Polsgrove, who has spent much of
her research energy studying the lives
of writers, said by learning more about
the authors of texts, audiences can have
a different interaction with a piece of
writing. She has several more authors in
mind for upcoming interviews, and she
is not limiting herself to only those writers who have been commercial successes.
Polsgrove is quick to distinguish her
site from a blog because she said she has
no intention of making daily or even
weekly updates.
“It’s not a Web site where people will
jump up in the morning and say, ‘Hey!
What’s Carol up to today?’” she joked.
— Jessica Birthisel
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Ask the Pro

Q

:

Ask the Pro is a recurring feature in which Newswire asks a professional journalist
and a professor from our faculty a provocative question. This issue, we ask:

How can journalism educators and working journalists preserve investigative reporting
as newsroom resources decline?
Sherry Ricchiardi

A

:

Andy Hall

Today, we are in a better position than ever to do watchdog journalism — modern technology provides tools we couldn’t have
imagined 20 years ago. Our students tend to come to us tech savvy.
It’s our job to harness that power and provide them with the skills
they need to lead the next generation of media pit bulls.
Investigative reporting long has been viewed as the heart and
soul of a free press. A move away from teaching the time-honored
principles and skills would be short-changing not only students but
society in general.
There also are stark realities.
Dwindling resources have forced news managers to cut back on
investigative projects. For years, there has been a rumbling within
the industry about the dearth of watchdog journalism, the kind
that holds powerbrokers’ feet to the fire. It’s not idle whining —
when budgets take a hit, investigative reporting often is the first to
be shelved.
But hold that obit. Despite setbacks, investigative reporting in
America is far from dead.
Newspapers such as the venerable New York Times and Washington Post and the likes of reporter Seymour Hersh at The New Yorker
continue to grind out exemplary investigative series. Beyond those
standouts, media outlets with far fewer resources are turning to
creative new models to fulfill their responsibility to the public.
Some are teaming up with university journalism programs.
Northeastern University and The Boston Globe formed one such
partnership. And ProPublica, a New York-based nonpartisan group
of investigative reporters funded by philanthropy, provides a
collaborative model that could be replicated on a smaller scale in
states like Indiana.
Another innovator, International Consortium of Journalists,
spearheads cross-border investigations. The newly formed Chicago
News Cooperative, under the leadership of a former Chicago Tribune
editor, is responding to a need for more serious journalism in the
Midwest.
Some newspapers like the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel are
expanding investigative teams despite budget cuts simply because
it’s good business.
While modern technology provides dazzling possibilities for
investigative work, educators should not lose sight of the mission.
Students still must be trained to research, report, write and edit
important information. They need to understand the power of
storytelling as well as the power of the computer. In short, they
need the basic skills that always have been part of the curriculum.

Courtesy

Frank F. Folwell

Sherry Ricchiardi is a professor of
journalism at IUPUI and a senior
writer for American Journalism
Review, specializing in international issues. She was a longtime
investigative reporter for the Des
Moines Register.

Andy Hall, BA82, is executive
director of the Wisconsin Center for
Investigative Journalism in Madison,
Wis., and a former investigative and
education reporter for the Wisconsin
State Journal.

A

:

This is a time of great peril for investigative journalism, the most
important, difficult and expensive form of journalism. But it’s also
a time of promising experimentation.
Journalism educators at more than a dozen public and private campuses are involved in efforts with working journalists to
strengthen investigative reporting. Additional initiatives are being
created at a fast pace, building upon programs established at such
places as Berkeley, Columbia, Northeastern and Brandeis. These
investigative reports are being used by print, online and broadcast
news organizations ranging from Frontline and The New York Times
to the Sauk Prairie (Wis.) Eagle.
Here in Wisconsin, for instance, I launched the Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism in January, the same week that the
New England Center for Investigative Reporting began operating at
Boston College.
The two programs have much in common. They’re operated by
small staffs of professional journalists, draw upon the talent of student journalists, collaborate with mainstream and ethnic journalism organizations, and depend initially upon national foundations.
But the New England center is operated within the journalism
program of a private university, while the Wisconsin center is an
independent nonprofit that receives free office space from the journalism school of a public university, one of its partners along with
Wisconsin Public Radio and Wisconsin Public Television.
In some cases, such as at Columbia University, investigative
centers are integrated into the curriculum. But in Wisconsin, the
center collaborates with reporting classes taught by faculty who
don’t work for the center. Some centers hire unpaid interns who
receive academic credit or experience. The Wisconsin center pays
interns $10 an hour.
Journalism educators will play a major role in helping develop
ethical “best practices” for these new models. Among the issues:
managing conflicts of interest, determining transparency standards
regarding donors, and handling social networking tools to engage
the public and donors while maintaining journalistic integrity.
Watch and see. There will be setbacks, but within five years,
investigative reporting will be better and more plentiful in some
states. And in those places, we’ll often find journalism educators
and working journalists, celebrating experiments that grew out of
one of journalism’s most treacherous chapters.
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Journalism Hall of Fame to induct six members
The Indiana Journalism Hall of Fame
will induct six new members during a
ceremony April 17 at the Indiana Memorial Union. This will be the first induction event since the organization moved
its headquarters last year from DePauw
University in Greencastle, Ind., to the IU
School of Journalism.
Created in 1966 by the Indiana
Professional Chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists, the Hall of Fame
recognizes those with significant Indiana
ties who have demonstrated they are
journalists of the highest distinction.
The 2010 inductees are:
• James Barbieri, a reporter and editor
and publisher at the Bluffton NewsBanner for seven decades;
• Tom Cochrun, a longtime television

Visitors’ book

reporter, anchor and news director
in Indianapolis for WISH-TV and 		
WTHR-TV;

Steve Berta, senior editor at The
Indianapolis Star
Keith Burton, CEO of InsideEdge
public relations firm in Chicago

• Wanda Ramey Queirolo, a Terre 		
Haute native who became one of the
country’s first female local news
anchors, at KPIX-TV in San Francisco,
and who later worked for National
Educational Television and Voice
of America;

Phil Johnson, media relations
specialist, Indiana Economic
Development Corp.
Reesa Kossoff and Emily Landis,
Democratic and Republican media
representatives for the Indiana
General Assembly

• David Stamps, executive director of
the Hoosier State Press Association
since 1996;

Ben Lincoln, BAJ’03, GolinHarris,
Chicago

• Frank Widner, a longtime reporter
and editor for the Indianapolis 		
Times and The Indianapolis Star; and

Marsha Dawes Lovejoy, BAJ’08, public
relations coordinator, Cook Medical,
Bloomington, Ind.

• Randy West, editor and chief photographer of The Corydon Democrat
for 35 years.

Miranda McCage, BAJ’07, account
executive at MediaSauce, Indianapolis

Neely organizes race
relations symposium

< 8 > newswire / Spring 2010

John McCormick, deputy editorial
page editor, Chicago Tribune
Patrick McDowell, Asia-Pacific
editor for the Associated Press
James Brosher

Graduate student Shameka Neely realized
that Barack Obama’s presidential election
represented more than just an oath.
Instead, she saw the people of the
nation, the state and the country all were
witnesses to history, and she knew she had
to do something about it.
Neely’s mission to report on the diversity and race relations affecting the country began with her documentary Witnesses
to History, which chronicled Obama’s
election and January inauguration, and it
continued last fall at a symposium, Race in
the Age of Obama, at the Indiana Memorial
Union’s Whittenberger Auditorium.
The symposium, sponsored by public
TV station WTIU, the Office of Diversity
Education and Union Board, drew about
30 people to hear IU and Bloomington
panelists discuss how Obama’s election is
affecting the country nearly a year later.
Neely, a producer for WTIU, said she
wanted to host the symposium to expand
on the concerns the documentary presented. She hoped the symposium would

Sarah Melton, BS’99, director of
communications for the Dallas Mavericks

Shameka Neely

begin a conversation on how race relations have — or haven’t — changed since
Obama’s election.
“Is color seen as much anymore?”
Neely said. “Does race still matter? Or do
we see people as individuals?”
If Neely is certain of one thing, it is
that she will continue to be a journalist
and report on the issues that matter to
her, such as diversity and race.
“I want to impact the lives of others,”
she said. “People turn on the TV to watch
the news, so it’s important to make sure
what goes on in the community is told.”
— Shannon McEnerney

Robert Pledge, founder of Contact
Press Images in New York
John and Justin Rumbach,
co-publisher and photo editor,
respectively, of The Herald
in Jasper, Ind.
Steve Seidman, senior producer for
National Football League films
Sally Snyder, BA’59, publisher, Dental
Platforms directory service
Agnieszka Stepinska, professor at
Adam Mickiewicz University,
Poznan, Poland
Li Zhensheng, Chinese photojournalist and Communist partyapproved photographer during the
Cultural Revolution in China

Scott Myrick
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Lab technician and journalism graduate student Jeremy Lacey, BAJ’09, works with one of the school’s new Sony high definition cameras.

School adds 35 HD video cameras, 55 pocket video cameras to inventory
When they handle the school’s new high
definition Sony video cameras, students
in the School of Journalism are using
technology that even some professionals
in the field don’t have yet.
The school added 35 Sony high definition video cameras last fall, along with 35
new tripods, to the inventory available to
students through the school’s multimedia
lab. In addition, the school has purchased
55 Kodak Zi8 pocket video cameras that
shoot still images and HD video.
Multimedia lab director Scott Myrick
said some of the old video cameras in the
lab were 10 years old and starting to show
their age. Students shot footage with them
only to discover their film was not use-

able because the cameras malfunctioned
while recording. Also, the school had five
models of cameras, meaning students
sometimes had to learn to use a different
model in each class.
Myrick said the school now has a
“bank of cameras” that are all the same,
and new software and high definition
tape decks on the lab computers mean
students can make the most of their video
learning experiences.
Assistant professor Joann Wong has
used the new Sony cameras in her J343
Broadcast News class. She said they will
give students a competitive edge when
they enter the job market.
And associate professor Claude

Cookman, who teaches J360 Multimedia
Storytelling , said the high quality sound
and video components mean students
don’t have to spend so much time on
technicalities.
“The shots are the same,” Cookman
said. “What I am focused on is the storytelling more so than the technology.”
The pocket cameras will be assigned
to students traveling to Europe, Asia and
other locations as part of the Journalism
Experiences program so they can document their trips. Myrick said the cameras
are designed for quick shooting and
easy sharing.
— Shannon McEnerney
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IU football player
looking to break into
fashion journalism

IU Athletics/Mike Dickbernd

If you Google “Bryan Payton,” you’ll find a
lot of sports stories about him.
The December graduate and former IU
running back has been covered by media
outlets ranging from the Indiana Daily
Student to The New York Times to ESPN.
But if you Google “by Bryan Payton,”
you’ll find that he also spends a considerable amount of time on the other side of
the reporter’s notebook. Payton is nurturing both fashion and journalism careers,
evidenced by his stories and “Fashion
Jock” column in the IDS, his blogging
(including several pieces published on The
New York Times Web site), and his arts and
culture pieces in the IU magazine, INside.
Payton said he didn’t always know he
wanted to be a writer, but the more time
he spent reading his favorite magazines,
such as Giant, Vie, GQ, Details and Men’s
Health, the more he started to think, “Why
can’t I do that?”
He said his official writing career started
in 2007 with the launch of his nowdefunct sports blog, Inside IU Football, a
project that he says taught him a lot about
writing. Last spring, he approached the IDS
to pursue opportunities as a fashion writer.
Through general assignment work as well
as his “Fashion Jock” column, Payton said
he began to really learn the basic mechanics of journalism, including structuring
articles and getting quotes.

Graduate student
hopes film will
spur campus
environmentalism

This IDS work mixed his blogging and
his insider’s sports knowledge, and provided him with enough experience to land
a summer sports writing internship with
The Journal Gazette in Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
last summer.
Payton admitted his status as a Big Ten
athlete has opened up journalistic doors,
including the opportunity to blog at
The New York Times’ college sports blog,
“The Quad.”
“What can I say? It’s a plus,” he said.
“But I do feel that my talent is what keeps
people reading.”
Payton said his interests in both writing
and fashion have slowly crept up on him,
but today he describes them as passions he
would like to parlay into a career.
Follow Payton’s progress at www.bryanpayton.blogspot.com/.
— Jessica Birthisel

Dean Brad Hamm receives
USC alumni award
School of Journalism Dean Brad Hamm received the Distinguished Alumni
Award from his alma mater, the University of South Carolina, in October.
Hamm and his twin brother, Benjy Hamm, earned master’s degrees at the
USC School of Journalism and Mass Communications, and both received the
Distinguished Alumni honors from the school.
Benjy Hamm is editorial director at Landmark Community Newspapers in
Shelbyville, Ky.
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When School of Journalism graduate student John Patishnock began filming for
Trash to Treasure, he didn’t know much
about Penn State’s environmentallyfriendly project by the same name.
But that all changed by the time
Patishnock finished shooting more than
60 hours of film and interviewing more
than 50 people. His work culminated in
his documentary, Trash to Treasure, which
he directed, produced and wrote, and
showed in Ernie Pyle Hall last fall. The
film has been submitted to a number of
film festivals, including the Sundance
Film Festival.
Patishnock said he wanted to show his
film to the public in hopes of inspiring
others and perhaps generating enough
interest for a similar project to start at IU.
Trash to Treasure started at Penn State
University in 2002. At the end of each
school year, students donate items they
no longer need for a sale at the university’s Beaver Stadium. The sale has raised
more than $370,000 for Pennsylvania’s
Centre County United Way and saved
more than 550 tons of goods from being
shipped to a landfill.
A 2005 journalism graduate of Penn
State University, Patishnock was working
at the university when administrators at
the school approached him about making a film about the fundraiser.
At IU, Patishnock said he is connecting with a campus group that is working
to decrease the waste acquired during
off-campus moves. He said he has spoken with people at Sustainable IU and he
is continuing to meet with others with
similar projects.
“The one thing I hope people take
away is how easy it is to reuse, reduce
and recycle,” Patishnock said. “Anyone
can do it.”
— Shannon McEnerney

thescoop

Foundation-sponsored Keating writing
challenge annually features 10 finalists
representing Indiana’s best college journalism students.
The program is named in honor of
Tom Keating, a former Indianapolis Star
columnist and Lilly Endowment executive who died in 1985 at age 45.
During the Keating program,
Hutchins also won one of two Maurice
and Robert Early Scholarships worth
$1,000 for what judges cited as her
“especially impressive work record that
showed her dedication to journalism.”
IU student Courtney Miller won
the Walter E. and Mary E. Hemphill
Scholarship of $1,750 for her work
in video, including her work in
South Africa.

Sarah Hutchins

James Brosher

Two School of Journalism seniors recently won top awards and a third received a
scholarship in national and state journalism competitions.
Senior Brian Spegele won third
place and a $1,000 scholarship in
the 50th annual William Randolph
Hearst Foundation’s Journalism Awards
Program, in which 110 undergraduate
journalism programs at colleges and
universities across the nation are eligible
to participate. First place went to Brad
Luttrell of University of Kentucky.
And INside magazine features editor Sarah Hutchins placed second and
received $1,250 for her work in the
23rd Annual Thomas R. Keating Feature
Writing Program in Indianapolis.
The Indianapolis Press Club
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Seniors Spegele, Hutchins, Miller win national, state awards

Brian Spegele
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As part of
the School of
Journalism’s
Spring Speaker
Series, Pulitzer
Prize-winners
Sheryl WuDunn
and John Burns
in March shared
their experiences
as international
journalists covering some of the
world’s most difficult and dangerous issues.
WuDunn, an
international
correspondent
and investment executive,
showed photographs and told the individual stories
of girls and women in developing countries during her visit March 8. The plight
of women is the subject of Half the Sky:

From Oppression to Opportunity for Women
Worldwide, which WuDunn co-wrote with
her husband, New York Times columnist
Nicholas D. Kristof. The book exposes
developing countries’ attitudes about
women, ranging from sexual exploitation
to quiet negligence.
Burns, London bureau chief for The
New York Times, referred to his 30-plus
years as an international correspondent
and to Ernie Pyle’s wartime writings in his
talk March 29 on the future of journalism. Burns has covered embattled regions
such as South Africa during apartheid,
China during the Cultural Revolution, the
siege of Sarajevo, and wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Likening the effect of online journalism
on newspapers to the impact of radio and
television in decades past, Burns said he’s
optimistic about the future of the newspaper industry.
“I think we will find a way through it,”
he said. “And we might find ourselves in
another golden age of journalism.”

Calendar of Events
Monday, April 19
Ken Auletta
7 p.m., Whittenberger Auditorium,
Indiana Memorial Union
Author Ken Auletta’s new book,
Googled: The
End of the World
as We Know It,
zoomed up the
best-seller lists
upon its publicaCourtesy

Courtesy

Pulitzer winners WuDunn, Burns among spring speakers

tion last November.
No stranger to
profiling information age movers and shakers,
Auletta has examined the lives of Rupert
Murdoch, Barry Diller, Bill Gates and other
media moguls, and his 2001 profile of Ted
Turner earned a National Magazine Award
for best profile of the year.
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News from IUPUI

James Brosher

Panel: Lack of newsroom diversity hurting sports coverage

Kristin Huckshorn, senior news editor for ESPN in New York, speaks during “From the Press Box to the Locker Room: The Diversity Divide” in
September at IU’s National Sports Journalism Center in Indianapolis. At left is Garry D. Howard, president of the Associated Press Sports Editors.

A panel of nationally-renowned sports
journalists and researchers who came
together for a forum at IUPUI in
September said a lack of diversification among management in the sports
departments of America’s newsrooms is
negatively affecting coverage and minority
communities.
The panelists spoke at a National
Sports Journalism Center forum, “From
the Press Box to the Locker Room: The
Diversity Divide.” The center is part of the
School of Journalism.
“I’ve been doing this for pay for 32
years and it’s still demoralizing to look at
where we are in the 21st century when it
comes to diversity,” said panelist William
C. Rhoden, a sports columnist for The
New York Times.
Rhoden was joined by Stephen A.
Smith, former ESPN and current MSNBC
contributor; Kristin Huckshorn, senior
news editor for ESPN in New York; Garry
D. Howard, president of the Associated
Press Sports Editors organization; and
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Richard Lapchick, director of the Institute
for Diversity and Ethics in Sports at the
University of Central Florida in Orlando.
Center director Tim Franklin, BA’83,
moderated the panel.
Lapchick cited his own research
from 2006, which found 94 percent of
Associated Press sports editors were men
and 94 percent were white. He also found
93 percent of sports columnists were men
and 88 percent were white.
“We just can’t have an understanding of
the complexity of sports, about the controversies that arise about African American
athletes — or white athletes for that
matter — unless these numbers change,”
Lapchick said.
The lack of diversity in the press box is
leading to unbalanced coverage, according to panelists. Smith highlighted the
case of former San Francisco slugger Barry
Bonds, who has been heavily criticized in
the media for allegedly using steroids en
route to becoming Major League Baseball’s
home-run king.

Conversely, Smith noted, St. Louis
Cardinals slugger Mark McGwire received
little, if any, criticism regarding suspicions
he also used steroids en route to setting
the then-season high home-run mark in
1998. (McGwire has since admitted to
steroid use.)
“Barry Bonds, at the end of the day, did
exactly what Mark McGwire did but did it
better,” Smith said. ”Society hated him for
it but loved Mark McGwire.”
That’s because black athletes are sometimes “guilty until proven innocent,”
Rhoden said, adding such is not the case
for white athletes.
Panelists agreed the situation won’t
change unless sports departments start hiring more minorities.
“Diversity lives in all of us,” Howard
said. “You have to say, ‘How can I make
my sports section more inclusive? How can
I make it better?’”
— Kristofer Karol, National Sports 		
Journalism Center
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Students develop partnership with Salvation Army

IUPUI senior Tara Puckey has achieved two
milestones this year, one that will help fellow students network with a national organization and another that will further her
own freelancing career.
In August, the Society of Professional
Journalists elected Puckey to one of two
posts as national campus representative,
a student member who serves as a liaison
between the national group and student
chapters around the country. Puckey is
working to revive the IUPUI chapter of the
organization and said she needs only a few
more paid members to gain provisional
status for the chapter.
Puckey also spent five days in September
participating in a program designed to

Students at IUPUI had an opportunity last
fall to experience real-world journalism and
community service through a partnership
with The Salvation Army of Indiana.
The partnership was part of J409 Media
Management, a class that studies the organizational, social responsibility, business and
personnel aspects of managing media organizations. Students in the class wrote and
edited stories about The Salvation Army and
took photos at the organization’s service
and fundraising events, including shelter
residents’ attendance at a college basketball
game and a Salvation Army after-school
program for children.
Mike Rowland, media director for The
Salvation Army, selected stories for publication on the agency’s Web site. All the stories
were published on the school Web site,
and some appeared in the community service section of the IUPUI Student Media
Web site.
Sarah Collins, one of the students in the
class who manages the community service
section of the ISM Web site, said she was
surprised at how much she gained from
working with The Salvation Army.
“I’ve really learned the urgency of creating packages for Web publication,” she said
by e-mail. “I’ve learned the importance of
being a one-man show by writing the story,
taking the photos, editing both and then
posting them immediately. It’s been hard
work, but it’s prepared me more than some
classes could have. It’s shown students what
a nonprofit organization is all about, with
few staff members and tons of work. It’s
given me a better public relations perspective and how PR relates to the local media.”
Collins will work with The Salvation
Army again this semester as an intern, working directly on assignments from the agency
and helping assign and collect stories from
students in the spring semester media management class.
To read the stories and see photos
from the Salvation Army project, go to
iupui.salvationarmyindiana.org.

Trustees, commission
approve master’s in
sports journalism
The Indiana University Board of
Trustees unanimously approved what
is believed to be the nation’s first
master’s degree in sports journalism.
The degree will be a 30-credit
hour program housed at the Indiana
University School of Journalism at
IUPUI. It will begin in the fall.
The new sports journalism
degree was approved by the Indiana
Commission for Higher Education
in March.
The new master’s degree is part of
a larger effort to make the Indiana
University School of Journalism the
home of America’s most comprehensive sports media program. The
school launched the National Sports
Journalism Center in 2009, and it
began a series of undergraduate
courses at the IU-Bloomington and
IUPUI last fall.

Gena Asher

IUPUI student takes
on national SPJ role

Tara Puckey

acquaint journalists with military training
by attending boot camp and by observing classes at a military school for officers
being promoted to the rank of major.
Sponsored by the McCormick Foundation
and Kansas University, “Bridging the Gap”
took journalists to Ft. Leavenworth and Ft.
Leonard Wood for a stateside embedment
experience.
Puckey, who earned an associate’s
degree in business at Ivy Tech State College
before opting for the School of Journalism,
said the experience was beneficial professionally and personally. She is married to
an Indiana National Guardsman who has
been deployed to Kuwait, Afghanistan and
Iraq. She also is a freelancer for armed
services magazines and has a story in the
works about “Bridging the Gap.”
The Muncie native and mother of two
young children said the program at IUPUI
supports her career goals.
“We have some great professors who
have gone out of their way to accommodate a working adult with children,”
she said.
One change she would like to see is
for IUPUI Student Media’s emphasis to
expand off campus instead of remaining
IUPUI-centric.
“We’re in the middle of a state capital
with so many topics to write about,” she
said. “Let’s write news stories — and have
our fellow students read stories — about
all the news that is going on around us in
this city.”
— Gena Asher
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Bloomington task force to examine organization of communication studies
In early February, Bloomington Provost
and IU Executive Vice President Karen
Hanson announced the appointment of
a task force to study the organization of
communication studies on the campus.
The goal of the task force is to look at the
academic structure and missions of the
School of Journalism, the Department of
Telecommunications, and the Department
of Communication and Culture with
a view to increasing collaboration and
sharing resources among the three units.
The latter two are departments within the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The examination of the three units is
part of a broader move initiated by IU
President Michael McRobbie to re-evaluate
the university’s organization, its academic
mission and its methods.
It’s not the first time the similar missions of the journalism school and telecommunications have been examined.
“Closer collaboration between these
two units has been discussed for more
than four decades at IU, and many schools
nationwide already have a similar structure with journalism combined with communications,” says journalism dean Brad
Hamm. “As the media world is changing
rapidly, it’s an appropriate time for the
university to consider the best structure for
IU to be a national leader in these areas.”
The University of North Carolina’s
School of Journalism and Mass Communication and Syracuse University’s S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications
are two examples of schools with comprehensive communications programs.
At IU, discussion of a possible
merger between telecommunications
and journalism arose in the late 1960s.
According to the February 1973 issue of
The Communicator, a journalism department publication, when journalism chairman John Stempel retired in 1968, top
university administrators began to talk
about uniting journalism and Radio-TV,
as telecommunications was then known.
Under the direction of Hubert Heffner of
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the Department of Theatre and Drama,
a campus-wide committee began in late
1970 to explore the possibility of a merger.
The committee spent about two-and-a-half
years assessing the academic and administrative impact of a combining the two
departments.
The merger was approved in fall 1972,
and in November of that year a search
committee was named to seek a new chair
of a joint department under the College
of Arts and Sciences, according to documents in the IU Office of Archives and
Records Management. The search drew 76
applicants, and half-a-dozen candidates
came to Bloomington in spring 1973 for
interviews.

“As the media world is
changing rapidly, it’s an
appropriate time for the
university to consider
the best structure for IU
to be a national leader
in these areas.”
Brad Hamm, dean of the
IU School of Journalism
But the merger never came to pass.
“At the point of uniting, both sides
backed away from the altar” when the
political realities of the proposed program
emerged, Professor Ralph Holsinger told
the Indiana Daily Student in October 1974.
The issue of combining journalism and
telecommunications surfaced again intermittently in the 1980s and 1990s, says
journalism professor Jon Dilts, formerly an
associate dean in the school. At the time,
Dilts said, the two units had different
goals, and a merger was never pursued.
The latest discussion arose initially
among the IU Board of Trustees. In
response, Hanson formed the communication studies task force, issuing a directive
that said, in part:

“I would like you to consider whether
the current academic organization of these
units best serves our students, faculty and
campus. You should consider the teaching
missions of each, as well as the research
interests and professional alignments of
the involved faculty. Is the current organization the most effective use of school
and university resources? The internal and
external profiles of each unit should also
be considered. Does the current organization help or hinder the activities, the visibility, and the status of the various degree
programs, schools and departments?”
The directive parallels a university-wide
initiative requested by McRobbie in his
State of the University address in February.
McRobbie asked Hanson and IUPUI
Chancellor Charles Bantz to co-chair the
New Academic Directions Committee,
tasked with examining the structure and
organization of all academic units on the
two campuses, their degrees and other
educational opportunities, the possibility
of new schools or departments, and the
possible transformation of existing schools
to better reflect world trends.
The president also asked each campus
to establish a New Directions in Learning
Committee to study the quality, currency
and relevance of academic offerings.
The communication studies task
force, chaired by law professor Fred
Cate, includes faculty from the Kelley
School of Business, the School of
Education, the Office of the Vice Provost
for Undergraduate Education and the
Office of Admissions. Hanson has
requested the group’s recommendations
by May. The recommendations will be
presented to Hanson and to the three
units for their reactions. Any reorganization, once reviewed by Hanson and the
units, would be sent to the Bloomington
Faculty Council’s Merger/Reorganization/
Elimination Committee for further
review. Final decisions would rest with IU
President Michael McRobbie and the IU
Board of Trustees.

James Brosher
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Faculty bookshelf
Associate professor Claude Cookman’s latest book, American Photojournalism: Motivations and
Meanings, is a historical synthesis that focuses on the “why” of photojournalism rather than the
“how.” Why have photojournalists covered certain phenomena in certain ways? What has motivated
and compelled them?
The book, the latest in Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism’s “Visions of the
American Press” series, explores what Cookman describes in the book as four broad streams which
flow through the history of American photojournalism and create the “value system of photojournalism”: the desire to witness and record history, the desire to expose social problems for the purposes
of reform, the desire to capture the human condition and the evolution of photographic technology.
The book targets an academic market, but Cookman says understanding the traditions of their
field would be valuable to practicing photojournalists.
— Jessica Birthisel
Challenging common myths, assistant professor Mike Conway’s new book, The Origins of Television
News in America: The Visualizers of CBS in the 1940s, uncovers a small group of people at CBS who
experimented with early television news at a time when many popular radio journalists dismissed
the new medium.
As Conway describes it, the widely held belief about broadcast news history is that once Edward
R. Murrow and his “Murrow Boys” came home from covering World War II for radio, they created the
television news format. Most discussion of television news starts around 1951, says Conway, when
Murrow and Fred Friendly started the show See It Now, or in 1952, when Walter Cronkite became a
household name for his work on the political conventions.
But Conway’s book, published by Peter Lang Publishing Group, argues that it was a group of relatively unknown innovators, including Gilbert Seldes, Worthington Miner, Robert Bendick and Don
Hewitt, that was responsible for creating a format that magnified television’s strengths as a unique
visual medium.
Conway, BA’83, says the book has important parallels to today’s industry transitions to the Web.
— Jessica Birthisel
Professor Emerita Carol Polsgrove’s new book, Ending British Rule in Africa: Writers in a Common
Cause (Manchester University Press, 2009), explores a campaign by a group of West Indian, African
and American writers against British colonialism in Africa. By publishing books, pamphlets and
periodicals throughout Britain, the United States and the colonies, they built international support for their cause. Their efforts resulted in Britain’s banning their publications in its colonies,
underscoring the point of their campaign. Encompassing the period before World War II through
Ghana’s independence in 1957, the book serves as a case study of writers’ influence on changing
the political system. Polsgrove retired from the School of Journalism in 2008.

Adjunct lecturer Abe Aamidor is the author of Shooting Star: The Rise and Fall of the British
Motorcycle Industry (Ecw Press, 2009), a chronicle of the U.K. motorcycle industry’s golden years
after World War II through its decline in the mid-1970s. The industry at one point was the largest
motorcycle industry in the world and the third-largest source of foreign exchange for the United
Kingdom. Aamidor’s book blends archival material with fresh interviews and an assessment of the
industry’s business and trade practices.
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Inside View
Well-crafted stories still worth the read
by Thomas French
The flood of response to “The Girl in
the Window” defies the conventional wisdom that readers detest long stories, especially online. For decades, readership surveys have repeatedly reinforced the same
gloomy message, insisting no one has
time or interest in any article that can’t be
absorbed within a few minutes. In recent
years, as news holes have shrunk and
newspapers have struggled to stay afloat,
that message has been embraced with even
greater certainty by newsrooms across the
country. In-depth articles, seen as a luxury,
are disappearing. At many newspapers,
long-form narratives have become an
endangered species.
Joel Achenbach, a gifted Washington
Post reporter, recently explored the future
of storytelling in the age of Twitter and

“Narrative isn’t merely a
technique for communicating; it’s how we make
sense of the world.”
Facebook. In a provocative Post article
titled “The vestigial tale,” he interviewed
everyone from novelist Jonathan Franzen
to New Yorker editor David Remnick and
asked them fundamental questions about
why stories matter and how they can
endure in “a click-and-skim world.” It was
clear, Achenbach concluded, that journalists and novelists will have to become
more disciplined to engage readers in “a
society of scanners,” where aggregation
seems to be edging out “content creation.”
“This is not a crisis, this is progress,” he
wrote. “Fewer ‘Jello ledes,’ quote-dumps,
the whole notebook disgorged upon the
page. Less overwriting by frustrated novelists. Sorry, we don’t need to read Proust’s

version of the
zoning hearing.”
“There’s
endless talk in
the news media
Thomas French
about the next
killer app,” Achenbach wrote. “Maybe
Twitter really will change the world.
Maybe the next big thing will be just an
algorithm, like Google’s citation-ranking
equation.
“They know that the story is the original
killer app.”
Gary Smith, the brilliant Sports Illustrated
writer whose lengthy profiles are beloved
by legions of readers, predicted the wellcrafted story would never die.
But Smith is betting there will still be
a market, somehow, for what he does.
Narrative isn’t merely a technique for communicating; it’s how we make sense of the
world. The best storytellers know this.
The phenomenal reader response
to Lane DeGregory’s “The Girl in the
Window” reminds us that long stories are
not the problem. What audiences truly
hate — what makes them turn away — are
poorly conceived and yawn-inducing
stories of any length.
If we give readers something worth
their time, they are eager to read and read
and read.
To read “The Girl in the Window,” go
to http://www.tampabay.com/specials/2008/
reports/danielle/. For an interview with Lane
DeGregory, go to http://www.poynter.org/
content/content_view.asp?id=148190. For
Joel Achenbach’s story, go to http://www.
washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/10/28/AR2009102804896.html.
Pulitzer Prize-winner Thomas French,
BA’80, is the Riley Endowed Chair at the
School of Journalism.

Cherie Diez

T

he story began with a haunting image:
A little girl’s face appearing in the broken window of a house outside Tampa, Fla.
Neighbors saw the face and were
startled, because they had lived next door
to the house for years and had no idea a
young child lived inside. Police officers
and child abuse investigators soon showed
up and discovered a nightmarish case.
Inside a small, darkened room swarming
with roaches, they found an emaciated
6-year-old girl covered in sores and naked
except for a swollen diaper. Her matted
hair crawled with lice. She could not speak
and could barely walk. When a detective
asked the feral child her name, she did not
appear to hear his voice.
“Radio ahead to Tampa General,” the
detective told his partner. “If this child
doesn’t get to a hospital, she’s not going to
make it.”
That scene was the opening to “The Girl
in the Window,” an unforgettable narrative reported and written by my friend and
colleague Lane DeGregory and published
in the St. Petersburg Times in July 2008.
The 6,500-word piece, sprawled across
six full pages of the paper, followed the
child’s rescue and her adoption by another
family and chronicled the worst and the
best of human behavior. A story about the
redemptive power of love in the wake of
unimaginable neglect, it ultimately won
Lane a Pulitzer Prize in feature writing.
Perhaps even more impressive was the
emotional connection it triggered in readers who devoured the story both in print
and online. The Web version of the project, which included not just the story but
video interviews and vivid photos by staff
photographer Melissa Lyttle, went viral and
became one of the best-read pieces in the
history of the Times Web site. To date it has
received close to a million page views.
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‘Professor, friend, confidante, mentor’
by Miranda McCage, BAJ’07
Beth Wood, BA’73, JD’77, a senior lecturer in the School of Journalism, died Nov. 14 from complications of treatment for lung cancer.
Wood, 58, joined the school in 2002 after a career in law and corporate communications. As a senior at IU, she was president of
Theta Sigma Phi honorary, now the Association for Women in Communications. She spent six years as marketing director of Barnes &
Thornburg, Indiana’s largest law firm, and practiced law for several years with Krieg DeVault Alexander & Capeheart, where she also
was director of practice development. She worked in corporate communications for Eli Lilly & Co., and from 1981 to 1985, she was
an adjunct faculty member at IUPUI, where she taught public relations and communications law.
In Bloomington, Wood taught graduate and undergraduate public relations classes, twice winning the Trustees Teaching Award in
the School of Journalism. She regularly incorporated service learning into her classes and was chosen as one of three faculty mentors
in the Office of Service Learning’s 2009 Project Engage.
In 2004, she helped launch the IU chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America, which became the seventh-largest
student chapter in the world. In 2008, under Wood’s leadership, IU became one of only 20 universities to receive Public Relations
Society of America certification for its public relations programs.
At a celebration of life for Wood Nov. 19 in Bloomington, one of her former students, Miranda McCage, BAJ’07, spoke of the
influence Wood had on her life.

W

hen I heard this was a celebration of life, I have to say, it
made complete sense. I can’t imagine a better way to make
Beth happy than to remember her with joy.
Beth was an inspiration. Her energy and enthusiasm blew me
away. Who can forget her bounding into a classroom, whipping
out one-liners, gesturing for emphasis and giving it to us straight?
We have Beth to thank for the caliber of the public relations
program at IU. I distinctly remember Beth’s introduction to PR
class my sophomore year — I believe she ushered us in by letting
us know that this is not Samatha Jones, Sex and the City-style PR, so
if we’re here for glamour and ease, we’re in the wrong place.
To most of us, Beth was so much more than her academic accolades. Her warm, wonderful and quirky personality allowed her to
be so many things to so many people. She was a professor and a
friend, a confidante and a mentor. She had the uncanny ability
to balance support with knowing when to step back and allow us
to grow.
She never treated us as just lives that would pass through hers in
a semester. She got to know us, and she looked behind our “classroom faces.” She understood who we were, where we wanted to go
and what we were facing — professionally and personally.
Take me, for example. During my time at IU, I was a flat-broke
student, paying my way through school. In my senior year alone,
Beth helped me raise funds to attend the national PRSSA conference, wrote countless letters of recommendation, and still found
time in her crazy busy schedule to give me one of the kindest gifts
I’ve ever received.
After a PR writing course one day, Beth asked me to stay behind
after class; she wanted to talk to me. It didn’t sound good. She
asked me to follow her to her office, and she didn’t say a word the
entire way there. Between the two of us, we could talk up a storm.
Let me tell you, it was one long walk, wondering what I could’ve
possibly done wrong.

When we got to her office, she asked me to sit down and shut
the door. With no preamble, she picked up the phone and called
Barbara Coffman at the IU Foundation. At this point, I’d exhausted every possible wrongdoing … and still had no idea what I did,
or why Barbara would be involved.
But I wasn’t in trouble. Beth and Barbara announced to me
that they’d heard I’d been struggling to pay my way through
school. Unbeknownst to me, they’d raised funds to create a scholarship just for me. I was stunned. I still get teary-eyed thinking
about what an incredible kindness that was.
But that was Beth. I believe Craig Wood mentioned that she
was a “firecracker.” I couldn’t think of a better word. She lit up
our lives, creating one hell of a show. But at the same time, she
expected us to succeed. And her expectations gave us the confidence we needed to do it.
Personally, I have to thank Beth for showing me how to find
opportunities I didn’t think I could achieve. I have to thank her
for being a mentor, an example of how to be professional and
powerful, yet exuberant, without losing any of my true personality. I have to thank her for the countless lessons she taught —
from curriculum to life lessons to professionalism, even under
pressure. And I know we all have her to thank for being the wonderful friend she was. Her legacy lives on in each of us. So let’s
go out there and show the world what we can do in her honor. I
can’t imagine Beth expecting any less.

“She lit up our lives, creating one hell of
a show. But at the same time, she expected
us to succeed. And her expectations gave
us the confidence we needed to do it.”
Spring 2010 / newswire < 19 >

Students and friends
posted these comments
on the school Web site:

wood a remarkable colleague

B

“I never realized how well
Beth prepared me until I
started an internship after
college. I found myself pulling out worksheets I saved
from her classes and the PR
style book she insisted we
would use ‘one day.’ Her
guidance and words of wis-

2008

dom are an integral part of
the way I write.”
Lauren Regan, BAJ’07

“I was not a student of
Beth’s, but a contemporary.
We spent our four years at
IU together, fast friends and
devoted to ‘the cause’ of
journalism. We kept in touch
over the years, and Beth’s
humor, zest for life and passion for her field were always
a joy and an inspiration. She
will be greatly missed by me

2007

and so many others.”
Anne Ziegner Gillem, BA’73

“Yes, she was intelligent and a great instructor, but IU is teeming
with professors of great import. What made Beth Wood stand out?
She understood the importance of the person behind the pen.
“Beth knew that building a professional began with building up
the individual. This wasn’t just a recipe for success, but was based
upon a genuine caring about people. Even if you were down, a visit
to her office, where a glance to the base of her file cabinet revealed
a protruding wicked witch’s lower half, lifted you up. This woman
had spunk.”
Penny DeYong, MA’09

eth Wood influenced the lives of hundreds of students in
Ernie Pyle Hall over the past decade, and we will miss her
tremendously. Beth was a remarkable teacher, colleague
and friend.
She was dedicated to her students and proud of their
accomplishments in life and work. The evidence is clear in
their many emotional tributes posted online and sent to
the school.
I admired her talent as a professor, her passion for life and
her genuine concern for others. There is no doubt that she
accomplished her goal of making a difference.
In 2007, three days before the fall semester classes started,
Beth called to say she had been diagnosed with lung cancer.
She survived the chemotherapy, radiation and the removal of
one lung in November of that year. Beth had one of the best
doctors in the world, the physician who had treated cyclist
Lance Armstrong, at one of the best cancer centers in the
world, the IU School of Medicine in Indianapolis.
Beth returned to the classroom in the spring of 2008.
She worked hard during the semester to see that the public
relations program received national certification. It was one
of her professional goals for the school. on a personal level,
when my stepmother was diagnosed with a similar lung cancer, Beth offered many helpful ideas.
A little more than two years after the original diagnosis, just when it seemed like things were clear, the cancer
returned. With similar courage, Beth started chemotherapy
again. She had one treatment late one week, taught classes
the next Monday and somehow was gone by the following
Saturday. It was then, and still is, a shock.
Hundreds of young adults carry with them the lessons
Beth taught. As I travel to see alumni of all years — from the
1930s to today — throughout the country, I ask them about
the professors they remember from IU and the journalism
school. I believe that even several decades in the future, on
similar visits, the dean of the school will hear Beth’s name
mentioned often. Those of us who knew her will know why.
— Brad Hamm

“In an ever-changing industry, Beth was always ahead of the curve.
She was an avid supporter of values-driven public relations and
believed that a company’s decisions should be guided not only by
profits, but also by a core foundation of beliefs. She taught her students that PR is not about spin or glad-handing, but about communication and truth. What greater lesson could be taught than that?”

Taylor MacKenzie, president, IU chapter of the
Public Relations Student Society of America
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Those wishing to remember Wood may make a donation either
to the Beth Wood Award in the School of Journalism for international student travel or to the Joan Wood Lecture Series in the
College of Arts & Sciences to celebrate women in science and
showcase careers in biology. Joan Wood, who died in 1990, was
Beth’s twin sister.

•

I ndianap o lis

by Andy Gammill

I

ndiana’s state capital for many years was more quiet
Midwestern town than bustling metropolis. But during
the past two decades, the city has flourished, developing
first-rate cultural attractions and carving out niches in sports,
medicine and politics.
The School of Journalism sees those specialties as an
opportunity to come into its own, too, by creating in
Indianapolis a model of journalism education in which students are trained specifically to communicate in those fields.
But the model isn’t limited to teaching students how to
work in special subject areas. In a broader sense, it will draw
on the school’s status as a two-campus entity, offering students from both Bloomington and IUPUI the opportunity to
immerse themselves in the workings of a major city.
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Such a dual-campus combination is
unusual among journalism schools. While
some programs, such as those at Arizona
State University in Phoenix and the University
of Washington in Seattle, are located in major
cities, and others are based in typical college
communities like Bloomington, few have the
advantages of both a traditional small-town
campus with a rich research base and a modern urban campus.
Brad Hamm, dean of the School of
Journalism, points to the University of oregon
as an example of a school that has both kinds
of programs. Four years ago, the School of
Journalism and Communication in Eugene
reached out to Portland, the state’s media
core, and established the Turnbull Center, a
home base for students pursuing internships
as well as a career development magnet for
established professionals. While not classified as a branch campus, the center serves
University of oregon students and employs
Eugene-based faculty to teach some of its
classes.
Hamm envisions the IU School of
Journalism taking some of the same cues,
benefitting from the businesses that have
come to define Indianapolis and from the
city’s leadership role as the state capital. one
goal is to ensure students on the two campuses will be better prepared to enter the
world of new media and to function in a multicultural, fast-paced environment; another is
to draw students from around the nation who
already know they want to develop skills in a
particular area.
Roy W. Howard Professor David Weaver,
who teaches and conducts research in political
communication and who for more than 25
years has studied the lives of American journalists, said today’s students likely will have to
work for a number of different organizations
during their careers, and training in a special
field might make their professional paths
easier to navigate.
“I think it’s important to have a specialty,
whether it’s economics, politics, sport, or
health and medicine,” Weaver said. “And
Indianapolis offers a lot of opportunities in all
those areas.”
Some of those areas have the potential for
significant growth, he says. As more government programs shift from federal to state control, state politics have become a focal point
for political scientists and should be included
in graduate and undergraduate journalism
curricula. And medical and science journalism
are ripe for expansion.

Enabling students on both campuses to
benefit from opportunities in Indianapolis is
much easier now than in the past, thanks
to reliable and widely available videoconferencing technology, Weaver says. Journalism
faculty already use the technology to teach
sports journalism classes in Bloomington and
Indianapolis, allowing Bloomington students
to take advantage of Indianapolis resources
without having to travel on a regular basis to
the capital.

A growing Indianapolis program
Journalism students in Bloomington and
Indianapolis already are getting the chance to
delve more deeply into sports reporting and
soon may see similar tracks in the school for
political communications and medical writing.
For 20 years, Indianapolis and central
Indiana have courted businesses in a few
key sectors, especially the life sciences and
transportation logistics; others have grown
up organically, including amateur sports and
philanthropy. Hamm sees those groupings of
expertise in the city as opportunity.
“Sports, obviously, is the first one that
comes to mind,” he says. “Indianapolis, of
course, bills itself as the amateur sports capital
of the world, and we’re so close, within walking distance, of the NCAA. You can teach
sports reporting in Bloomington, but you can’t
walk to the NCAA.”
The journalism school’s program at IUPUI
was founded in 1982 and it has remained
small since then, with about six faculty members currently. Until last year, it didn’t have a
graduate program, and the students enrolled
have over the years mirrored those at IUPUI
itself: a mix of professionals trying to keep upto-date on their skills, students coming back
to college after time in the work force, students straight out of high school who chose
IUPUI on its own merits, and others
who migrated from other colleges.
IUPUI doesn’t look like that today, and
neither does the journalism program.
“There have been dramatic changes in the
last five years,” said Robert Sandy, the university’s assistant executive vice president and a

professor of economics. “All of a sudden, the
campus went very heavily to full-time and traditional-age students right out of high school.
It’s not simply that the physical campus is
vastly different in terms of new buildings; it’s
the nature of the student body and the mix
of degrees, and the basic conception of what
IUPUI should be.”
The campus has worked to improve its
image, and the characteristics of its incoming
class of freshmen do show the improvement.
Nine years ago, 56 percent of students were
in the top half of their high school graduating
classes. Today, around 85 percent of freshmen
are in the top half of their high school classes,
and more than 80 percent of journalism students are in the top third of their classes.
The journalism program is striving to
heighten its profile, sending representatives
to college fairs, journalism conventions and
high schools to make sure students in Indiana
know they have an option in Indianapolis.
In the last year alone, the number of journalism majors has jumped, and the school’s
enrollment measured by credit hours shot
up nearly 20 percent — from 1,376 enrolled
hours in 2008 to 1,618 in 2009.
The journalism school hopes new specialties, starting with an already-launched sports
journalism center, can boost enrollment to
another level and draw top students to premier programs on health care, sports and philanthropy in Bloomington and Indianapolis.

A city on the move
In the late 1990s, central Indiana’s business
community took a close look at itself and
decided to focus on its strengths. A report
from consultants identified key areas as
transportation logistics, advanced manufacturing, information technology and life
sciences. Although not a focus in that
report, the business of amateur sports has
clustered in Indianapolis as well, with the
NCAA headquarters relocating to the city in
2000 and the national governing bodies of
track and field, gymnastics and diving also
calling Indianapolis home.
The focus on the sectors identified in

“We have an enormous capacity here to
provide a great education for both journalists
and public relations professionals.”
Bob Dittmer, coordinator, IUPUI public relations program
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Sports media booming, NSJC panel says

T

he economic forecast may still be gloomy, but there should be
plenty of jobs on the horizon for sports journalism graduates.
That was the message delivered by a panel of sports journalists at the Society of Professional Journalists’ national convention
in Indianapolis at the start of the fall semester.
Tim Franklin, BA’83, director of the School of Journalism’s
National Sports Journalism Center in Indianapolis, led the
discussion. Panelists included pros from ESPN.com and the Big
Ten Network.
While journalism’s hardships include loss of newspapers, struggles of traditional media and efforts of online media to find a
way to make money, one area of the industry is booming: sports.
“Despite the economic downturn and what we’re seeing
in our industry, sports still is one of the fastest growing areas in
the U.S.,” said Franklin, Louis A. Weil Jr. Endowed Chair in the
journalism school. “It’s the most dynamic industry in media today
by far.”
Franklin organized and led a panel discussion, “America’s
insatiable appetite for sports and the new media careers it’s
creating,” as part of the programming for the SPJ conference.
Panelists were Pat Forde, a sports analyst on ESPN TV and
senior sports columnist for ESPN.com; Lynn Hoppes, senior director of Page 2 and commentary, ESPN.com; and Mark Silverman,
president of the Big Ten Network.
Franklin showed a PowerPoint of stats that support the idea
of a thriving sports media. For example, projections show that
online sports advertising revenue will double in the five-year
period ending in 2012. That’s because Americans increasingly
are consuming sports news. According to The Nielsen Company,
more than 78 million Americans visited sports Web sites last year,
a 5 percent increase. Workplace traffic was up 26 percent last
year and ESPN.com alone saw a 12 percent rise in unique visitors.
Hoppes described how ESPN.com generated that rise. The
Web site has constantly evolved, he said, bringing more blogs,
opinions and commentators in various niche areas of the site to
satiate demand. And it has branched out into mobile newscasts
and social networking to ensure that its fans can get their daily
doses of ESPN.com anywhere.
“We try to see if the public likes these, if the advertisers
like them,” he said. Being quick to analyze the success of
new additions is important, he explained, in satisfying these
two constituencies.
While ESPN.com constantly has its eye on tweaking its offerings, the two-year-old Big Ten Network is continuing to evolve
after its impressive introduction. When launched, its programming was in 30 million homes in 30 days.
“We took a branded entity — the Big Ten — and we try to
produce quality programming,” Silverman said. After its initial
success, the network now is looking at expanding with 24/7
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broadcasts of classic games, university-generated video,
commentaries and behind-the-scenes shows. But the focus
stays on Big Ten sports.
“It used to be you wanted to be as broad as possible”
to appeal to a wide audience, Silverman said, but now
sports media is turning to niches, cultivating both an
audience and advertisers. Many sports blogs, including
those not affiliated with networks or other organizations,
focus on one sport or even one narrow area of sport. The
top 10 independent blogs reportedly generated nearly $35
million in advertising last year, Franklin found.
“What does all this new growth mean?” Franklin
asked. “It means there are going to be new opportunities
for professionals.”
— Gena Asher

The growth of sports media
• The size of the sports industry is $410 billion.
• Spending on sports advertising in 2009 was
about $30 billion.
• More than 78 million Americans visited sports
Web sites in 2008, a 5 percent increase over 2007.
• Online sports advertising revenue is projected to 		
double in the five-year period ending in 2012.
• More than 10.6 million mobile users accessed
sports content on the Web in 2008.
• The most-watched global TV event ever was
the Beijing Olympics.
• There are more than 50 regional sports networks
on cable and satellite.
• The Big Ten Network is in 73 million homes
nationwide.
Sources: E-Marketer, DN Scoop, Nielsen

that report a decade ago has paid off for
Indianapolis: Today, the Indy Partnership
regional economic development clearinghouse
has added the business of sports to its original list. The official slogan of the Indianapolis
Convention and Visitors Association changed
last spring from “So easy to do so much” to
“Raising the game,” a direct reference to the
city’s rising status as a sports hub and to its
can-do attitude.
Most of the city’s key areas have longstanding anchors in the community: Drug
manufacturer Eli Lilly and Co. in the life sciences sector; the nation’s second largest FedEx
hub in the transportation logistics area; and
the NCAA headquarters in sports.
The Chamber of Commerce has touted
those sectors, and private groups were created
to coordinate their development. State and
local government, along with the state’s universities, have focused on working to develop
those specialties in clusters of entrepreneurship
and business development. Business leaders
say that strategy has put everyone on the
same page.
“Not only does it build on the natural strengths we have, it allows us to be
very focused,” says Roland Dorson, BA’79,
president of the Indianapolis Chamber of
Commerce.
The clusters in Indianapolis are good
examples of areas of business that would
benefit from journalists trained to understand
them, Dorson says. The medical industry, for
example, is becoming more complex each year.
Those companies will need to employ people
who can communicate to the public about
their work, and journalists who report on
them will need deeper understanding of what
they do, Dorson says. The journalism school
can contribute to that with specialty reporting
tracks, he says.
“This notion of trying to capitalize on the
clusters makes you focused,” he says. “A lot
of them are getting more and more technical,
and it’s getting harder and harder for a layperson to understand.”
John Ketzenberger, president of the
Indiana Fiscal Policy Institute and former business columnist at The Indianapolis Star, says
it makes sense for the journalism program to
take advantage of the opportunities in the city.
“Clearly, journalism is moving into a more
specialized mode instead of a more general
approach,” says Ketzenberger, who also formerly was managing editor of the Indianapolis
Business Journal. “There are these clusters
of strength in Indiana: logistics, biosciences,

John Hunt
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James Brown, executive associate dean of the School of Journalism at IUPUI

“We, like the campus, have become a college
of first choice, whereas in 1982 IUPUI was
sometimes the place of last chance.”
sports. It just makes sense to emulate that
to the extent that you can. From a broad
perspective, I think that if you can develop
expertise while in college studying journalism
in an area, that makes you more valuable.”
Another area the journalism school should
explore, Ketzenberger suggests, is philanthropy and the world of nonprofit organizations. Indianapolis is home to several major
foundations, including the broad-based
Lilly Endowment, the education-centered
Friedman Foundation and the healthcarefocused Regenstrief Institute, not to mention
a few large not-for-profits, like the NCAA.
“Philanthropy is an area that’s often overlooked,” Ketzenberger says. “The Center
on Philanthropy at IUPUI has tremendous
resources to study and advise not-for-profits.
That’s a tremendous area of growth in the
business world. ... If they’re not doing it now
they should be.”
This spring, the School of Journalism, the
School of Public and Environmental Affairs
and the Center on Philanthropy already are
offering a new graduate course on philanthrophy and the media on the Bloomington
campus. The course is part of an initiative by
the journalism school, the philanthropy center
and The McCormick Foundation to increase
and improve the quality of reporting on nonprofits and philanthropy.

Sports journalism center
Sports is such a part of the life and culture
of Indianapolis that it’s a natural match
for journalists at IUPUI, says Tim Franklin,
BA’83, who left his position as editor of The
Baltimore Sun in 2009 to launch the National
Sports Journalism Center on campus. With
four sports journalism classes already established and more in the works, the center has
opened up opportunities for student journalists beyond those based in the capital. During
the spring semester, 107 students, split almost
evenly between IUPUI and Bloomington,
signed up for sports journalism classes. Faculty
use videoconferencing and shuttle between
the two locations, leading to a healthy synergy between the campuses, Franklin says.
Franklin argues that the sports journalism
students will have access to amateur sports
they wouldn’t have anywhere else — not
just the NCAA headquarters, but a slew of
other organizations, including the National
Institute for Fitness and Sport, the National
Federation of State High School Associations
and the Black Coaches and Administrators.
Professional teams like the Indiana Pacers and
the Indianapolis Colts aren’t far away, either,
nor is the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, home
to the Indianapolis 500. And the city will host
the 2012 Super Bowl, providing students with
the opportunity to cover major sports events
in their own backyard.
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Pamela Laucella
As the journalism school administration
realized the potential for a sports concentration, it was surprised to find that few journalism schools treated sports reporting as a
serious specialty, Franklin says, and that none
had a comprehensive program that would tie
together undergraduate courses, graduate
studies, research, internships and lectures.
Pamela Laucella, an assistant journalism professor and a co-author of the book
Strategic Sport Communication, says the
undergraduate and graduate sports journalism degrees will focus on media convergence,
public relations, advertising, and documentary
and emerging technologies as they relate to
sports. The master’s program also will include
a sports law course.
Laucella said both the undergraduate and
graduate programs will distinguish themselves
from similar programs by offering more sportspecific courses and by emphasizing emerging technologies. The curriculum stresses an
understanding of the business of sports as
well as the acquisition of practical skills and
traditional journalistic values and ethical standards. The goal of the program is to produce
highly qualified and educated graduates who
can fill positions with traditional mass media
corporations and new media outlets in what
the Sports Business Journal has called “one of
the fastest-growing industries in the United
States.”
Franklin says perhaps the biggest benefit
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to students will be the internships the journalism school has lined up with athletic teams,
sports networks and newspapers. That kind
of experience, he says, will stand out and put
IU students ahead of the pack when it comes
to hiring. Franklin says students have internships this year at ESPN, The Associated Press in
New York, the Los Angeles Times, the Chicago
Tribune, MLB.com, ESPN Radio in Indianapolis,
the Indianapolis Indians and others. He’s in
advanced talks with the Big Ten Network in
Chicago, the Indiana Pacers, the Indy Racing
League and the NCAA about internships there
as well.
The Associated Press Sports Editors has
linked itself to the program at IUPUI and established its headquarters there. In the past year,
the NSJC has sponsored lectures, including one
in November by Joe Buck, the lead pro baseball and football play-by-play announcer for
Fox Sports; a symposium on diversity in sports
media; and panels featuring the country’s top
sports journalists.
And the center’s Web site, www.sportsjournalism.org, aims to be the daily leading source
of news in sports journalism, along the lines
of Jim Romenesko’s popular daily news summary for journalists at the Poynter Institute’s
Web site.
The marketing push has already started to
pay off. Franklin has fielded inquiries from students around the country looking specifically
for sports journalism programs.
Emily Diekelmann, who graduated from
IUPUI in December, has taken two courses
through the center — one on sports media
and society and one on sports-writing skills
— both of which she says better prepared her
for a career in sports communications. She’s
taking an independent study class through the
center this spring and will join the graduate
program in the fall.
Diekelmann was one of about a dozen IUB
and IUPUI students who covered the NCAA
basketball Final Four in Indianapolis in April.
“Seeing what it’s done so far it’s phenomenal,” she says. “For students to be able to
have that specific training is a great thing.”
The sports and society class, she says,
caused her to look at media coverage of sports
in a different way, especially when it comes to
how athletes of different races are portrayed.
And the sports writing class helped her hone
her style so stories appeal both to die-hard
fans and to casual readers who might not be
familiar with a sport.
“This has definitely propelled me into the
spot where I can advance a lot,” she says.

“Being able to come out of college with not
just a journalism degree but to come out with
a sports journalism degree will help.”

More specialties
Additional centers may emerge in Bloomington and Indianapolis in the next few
years, Hamm says. The new sports journalism
program is the first, and politics and medical journalism might also play off the natural
advantages available in the city.
A political journalism program with such
easy access to state leaders seems to have
the greatest potential as a next specialty, says
Karen Braeckel, MA’92, an IUPUI alumna and
director of the Hoosier State Press Association
Foundation.
Students could intern with the state
Legislature when it’s in session, she says — an
opportunity not easily accessible at other campuses. The success of the sports journalism
program will be telling, she says, and should
pave the way for other concentrations.
“All of that makes a lot of great sense.
We have all of the facilities here, we have
national sports groups here, we have professional teams,” Braeckel says.
Indianapolis is a natural spot in the state
for students looking for communications
careers, says Bob Dittmer, an instructor and
coordinator of the public relations program,
which he says has seen an increase in its
enrollment.
With the Statehouse, the Indianapolis Star
and several TV stations within several blocks
of campus, “We have an enormous capacity
here to provide a great education for both
journalists and public relations professionals,”
Dittmer says.
James Brown, executive associate dean of
the journalism school at IUPUI, expects the
IUPUI program will see significant growth.
Brown will retire this semester after 26 years
leading the program.
The sports journalism center will likely
draw out-of-state students, who will bring
more money into the program, allowing it to
expand further and hire more faculty, Brown
says. And he predicts that a medical reporting
concentration has the same potential.
“The campus has tremendous resources,
and Indianapolis has tremendous resources,”
Brown says.
Andy Gammill, BAJ’01, covers education for
The Indianapolis Star.

IUPUI prepared senior for new media world
by Rose Soliven

G

Denis J. Jimenez

rowing up in Indianapolis, I never thought I would stay here
for college. IUPUI landed on my list of possible schools for
security’s sake rather than by choice. This was because four years
ago, I had no idea the unique programs and research here would
make the campus a serious player on the international and
national fields.
The journalism school is no exception to the changes occurring on campus. If you walk around IUPUI, you won’t find copies of the Sagamore, our former newspaper, on the racks. The
school, reflecting the industry today, has broken with traditional
models and has supported the shift of student media to a digital
platform. Not only does the school prepare students like me for
the real media world, which has become the digital world, but
also it lets us sit in the driver’s seat. This summer, I was part of a
class devoted to building our new IUPUI Student Media Web site
from scratch. While we received faculty advice throughout the
process, we did the bulk of the work.
One of the most important things I have learned here as a
journalism student is you cannot be afraid to take initiative. You
are not going to be spoon-fed the tools you need to succeed;
you have to learn them and practice them tirelessly.
What I love about being a student in the city is all the
resources I could possibly want are typically within miles, if not
blocks, of campus. True, traffic and parking can be a daily headache, but at a moment’s notice, we easily can cover events at
the Statehouse, Indianapolis Motor Speedway and Military Park,
just to name a few. In the heart of the city, we are surrounded
by news.
After classes on Election Day 2008, another journalism
student and I drove to several voting places in Indianapolis to
capture the Hoosier take on this historic event. We talked to a
woman who has worked at voting centers for the past 30 years.

We spotted a college student standing on Monument Circle with
a sign that read, “Please bring my husband home from Iraq —
Vote Obama.” After a flurry of phone calls, we parked on campus and walked to the Indiana Democratic Party’s event downtown, where we continued our reporting and posted stories and
photos onto our Web site.
Though we appreciate going to events, talking to people,
writing, taking photos, editing, designing or doing broadcasts,
our professors make class worth the time. Because of the small
class sizes, I have grown close to my peers and instructors. Our
instructors, who are or have been working professionals, bring
us real, practical knowledge and are truly dedicated to the students. If we have an idea, the faculty will do whatever they can
to make it possible.
For example, after Election Day 2008, a student and I thought
how amazing it would be to cover the presidential inauguration. That would have not been any ordinary class assignment;
it would have been the opportunity of a lifetime to use the
journalism skills we learned in school and practice them beyond
Indianapolis. In November, we did not think this would be a reality because of funding, credentials and other logistics, but with
our newspaper adviser’s help, I and a few other ISM reporters
rode a bus to the nation’s capital, ready to share the experiences
of other students going to the inauguration with those back in
Indiana. Though we faced some technical difficulties in D.C., we
still were able to file our work and even were featured in local
print and TV media for our experience as student journalists.
While at IUPUI, I’ve had other practical experiences. One summer I was a communications intern at WFYI Indianapolis Public
Broadcasting, preparing press kits and planning events. The
next summer, thanks in part to the connections between the
Journalism Student Organization at IUPUI and the school’s alumni
council, I interned at Indianapolis Monthly magazine, mostly
working on the high schools issue.
However, I consider ISM my most comprehensive practical
experience. Because of the school’s curriculum, I have worked at
almost every rung of the ladder as reporter, copy editor, managing editor, investigative reporter, Web site redesigner, photographer and print designer. I have absorbed every bit of the process
— starting from the stories students tell to presenting them to a
wide campus audience — and have learned that learning about
this process never ends.
The media industry is an ever-changing place, and jobs are
not so clear-cut anymore. We can’t expect to be just a writer or
just a photographer or just a copy editor. However, I do know
that because of the School of Journalism at IUPUI, I have learned
the diverse tools to be a journalist.
Rose Soliven is a senior at IUPUI.
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IU journalism + internal geek

David Krane
Google executive David Krane, BA’94, came back to campus in the fall and spent a
day in the School of Journalism. Newswire editor Anne Kibbler tagged along while
Krane told his story and shared his insights with students, faculty and staff.
by Anne Kibbler

D

avid Krane loves to tell the story of
how serendipity and his passion for
music helped him nail his interview with
Google founders Sergey Brin and Larry
Page when they were hiring for their fledgling company.
The story goes like this: In high school,
Krane was a band nerd who spent a summer at Interlochen Center for the Arts in
northwest Michigan. He came to Indiana
University from Corvallis, Ore., to major in
music before deciding that he had “more
intellectual curiosity than just being best
friends with my clarinet and my saxophone.” Music was shifted to minor status
behind journalism, which eventually morphed into a career in technology-based
public relations.
Fast forward to 1999, five years past
graduation and stints at a variety of companies in communications and PR roles.
Krane, BA’94, recently had been introduced
to Google and, he says, it was love at
first sight.

Editor’s note: This is the first in an
occasional series about journalism alumni
on the cutting edge of new media.
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He learned through some Google
employees that the company was looking
for a communications director to build
its brand, and he landed an interview
for the job, meeting separately with Brin
and Page.
“It was fast, whimsical and fun,” Krane
recalls of the interview process. “Sergey
was first. He said, ‘I’ll leave for five minutes, and when I come back, I want you to
explain something highly technical that I
don’t know.’ I taught him how to build a
reed on a clarinet.”
Then it was time for the second part of
the interview, with Larry Page. Unlike his
colleague, Page was reserved. The atmosphere grew uncomfortable. Then the two
started talking about music. A couple of
minutes into the conversation, Page suddenly lit up.
“‘That’s where I know you.”
He’d recognized Krane from — where
else? — band camp in Michigan.
“We both played in the same jazz band
for three months, and we both played saxophone,” Krane explains. “He was second
alto and I was lead tenor. I didn’t remember it, and he did. I was 16, he was 15.”
The ice thawed, the two relaxed, and
Krane aced the interview. Page and Brin

were impressed enough by Krane’s quick
thinking, his verbal dexterity and his experience in technology-related communications that they brought him in as one of
the first 100 hires at Google. He’s been
there since 2000, now based at Google
headquarters in Mountain View, Calif.,
with the title of senior director of global
communications and public affairs.
“I had enough internal geek to understand what was happening and to be able
to tell that narrative to the outside world,”
he says of his hiring. “It’s been an incredible and absolutely unimaginable professional experience.”

The internal geek
Krane’s internal geek first surfaced at IU,
although he says its roots extend to his
upbringing as the son of a nuclear physicist. His father, Kenneth Krane, earned
his doctorate in physics from Purdue
University and is a professor emeritus at
Oregon State University in Corvallis, Ore.
The senior Krane, his son says, encouraged
a technological mindset.
IU in the early ’90s, he recalls, was
“quite forward-thinking” technologically,
equipping its labs with NeXT computers
and tapping into the Internet.

featurestory
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David Krane, BA’94, stands in
front of computers built by the
earliest Google employees to
run live Google search traffic.
Krane says the computers have
been retired to a lobby exhibit.

“Netscape came to IU early, and I
played with the Web here in ’93,” Krane
says. “It lit this fire.”
In Ernie Pyle Hall, he chose a concentration in broadcast journalism, although
he took as many public relations courses
as he could. And one semester, he had
the opportunity to meld his passion for
music with his journalism skills in professor Peter Jacobi’s graduate-level class on
reporting the arts. Krane says it was a different approach to reporting and writing,
but one that came naturally to him. He
says Jacobi was an inspiring teacher, with
a “soft touch, keen intellect and incredible
memory for so many different performances of all musical genres.”
A longtime athlete, he played competitive racquetball throughout his years at
IU, winning the campus intramural championship in singles and doubles several
times. He also played tennis competitively,

even serving as a teaching pro for more
than seven years. And he was an active
member of Delta Chi fraternity.
Christian Long, BA’94, one of Krane’s
fraternity brothers, says Krane struck a balance of being social, yet rigorous in his
work habits.
“David’s fraternity room (which he
shared with two other pledge brothers)
was always this wonderfully quirky and
rambunctious place,” Long recalls. “While
most fraternity brothers wanted their
rooms to be adaptable to ‘parties,’ David
and his roommates always seemed to create ‘experiences’ for others. You stepped
into David’s room and you stepped into
something truly spirit-filled, not something deviant. They were incredibly decent
to female guests, always threw open their
arms/doors to brothers who came by,
and never let anyone down in terms of
unexpected musical twists and playful

philosophical musings. And yet, the very
next day, there was David — worn Oregon
Beavers hat on backwards, studying math,
big ol’ smile on his face — able to switch
gears into serious academic mode while
others were still days away from admitting
they were students again.”
Long remembers sitting on an old
couch in Krane’s fraternity room, listening
to Krane talk about his family, especially
his father.
“While many were trying to outgrow
their families, David was very centered
about the respect he had for his mother
and father, and there was always a sense
that his own success (as a student, as
well as in a future career) would be built
upon what his parents had taught him,”
Long recalls.
And, Long says, Krane’s curiosity and
mathematical instincts led him to keep
an eye on job possibilities in a place most
of his peers never even considered — the
early Internet.

“I was the guy who
knew how to use
e-mail, thanks to IU.”
Spring 2010 / newswire < 29 >

Global manager

From IU, Krane moved to San Diego for a
summer internship with marketing communications company Phillips-Ramsey/
McCann Erickson Worldwide. His boss
there, Beth McRae, says he went above and
beyond in his work — in some memorable ways.
One time, the company was doing
product testing for a client, the manufacturer of multipurpose solvent WD-40. One
purported use of WD-40 was to remove
the smell of skunk spray. McRae says Krane
volunteered to contact the agency that
picks up road kill and get a dead skunk so
he could put skunk spray on himself and
test the WD-40 claim. The client turned
down the offer.
Another time, McRae remembers, Krane
put on a jockey outfit to deliver materials to San Diego newsrooms announcing
opening day at the races for the Del Mar
Thoroughbred Club.
“He even blew a trumpet to get everyone’s attention,” she says. “Now that
takes guts.”
Krane moved on to a variety of communications positions that emphasized
technology. As circulation director at Tabor
Griffin Communications in San Diego, for
instance, he led the development of a prototype e-publication.
“I was the guy who knew how to use
e-mail, thanks to IU,” he says.
In subsequent jobs, he taught himself
to build Web sites and led high-tech PR
campaigns for technology clients, at one
point working with Yahoo and Apple.
Before joining Google, he was senior director for global marketing communications
and investor relations for Certicom, Inc.,
a security software company.
He was drawn to Google by its distinctive Web voice and by what he calls its
“clear ambition.”
“I knew almost immediately that I
wanted to be part of that and to work with
the people behind it,” he says.

At Google, Krane works with 175 corporate communications employees in
the company’s 70 offices around the
world. In fact, he created most of those
offices and hired, mentored and managed the majority of the employees. He’s
Google’s main contact with the media,
orchestrating access and interviews for
major media pieces, including one by 60
Minutes correspondent Lesley Stahl and a
Time magazine cover story.
He works closely with Brin and Page,
and he does a lot of what he calls “longform work.” When New Yorker author
Ken Auletta wanted to write a book
about Google, for instance, Krane became
his guide for more than two years. It was,
Krane says, a powerful experience.
Auletta says Krane did his job well,
calling him “extraordinary.” The book,
Googled: The End of the World as We Know
It, was published last fall and has been
heralded for its unprecedented insights
into the workings of the company.
“A good press secretary for anyone,
be they in government, in a corporation or in a nonprofit, is someone who
understands they have two obligations,”
Auletta says. “The paramount one is to
their boss, but a good press secretary
also understands they have an obligation
to the reporter to tell the truth without
sacrificing the institution they work for.
David walked that line brilliantly.”
Others sing Krane’s praises equally.
McRae, who hired him at McCann
Erickson, has stayed in touch over the
years. She now owns her own agency in
San Francisco and has done some work
for Google.
“David has always been highly enthusiastic and up for any challenge,” she
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David Krane speaks last fall to
students in visiting lecturer
Marty Pieratt’s J110 Foundations
of Journalism and Mass
Communication class.

says. “He’s also one of the most positive
people I have ever met, not to mention
extremely intelligent, creative and talented.
He has evolved into a solid, seasoned,
amazing professional.”
Mike Nelson met Krane about 15 years
ago when Nelson worked for a technology
company Krane’s PR firm represented. Now
director of communications for applications and enterprise at Google, Nelson says
he gravitated toward Krane immediately
and kept in contact after Krane moved on.
“One of the main reasons I’m at Google
is because of David,” he says. “You don’t
meet people with the energy, the creativity,
the passion, the endurance, the intelligence
and the instinct he has to offer.”
Krane, he says, combines a razor-sharp
wit with a deep insight and instinct.
“He’s as entertaining as he is effective,”
he says. “His conversation is a lot like his
musical background. He can join in musically and riff on people.”
Outside Google, Krane is married and
is the father of three young children. His
wife, Laura, was an early employee and
seven-year veteran of Yahoo before leaving
to focus on raising the children. For relaxation, Krane plays hockey for a local club
and keeps up with IU sports from afar. He
has a half basketball court in his back yard

Scott Myrick

Career beginnings

featurestory
Krane’s technology picks
What tools does David Krane find indispensable for journalism students?
Final Cut Express: “It should be obligatory. Video is the storytelling medium
of the future.”
Twitter: “If I have a moment of free time, I pull out my phone and suck up
Tweets as fast as I can.”
The New York Times’ Times Skimmer: A compendium of Times stories at a glance.
Flip Video MinoHD: A skinny video camera that plugs straight into a USB port.
Google Reader: Checks your favorite news and blog sites and lets you read them
all in the same place.
G-mail: The ubiquitous e-mail.
Google Blogger: Allows users to create free blogs.
Google Book Search: Lets users search Google’s collection of digitized books.
Google Wave: A new tool still in development that enables real-time collaboration
in “waves” of photos, documents, videos and more.

with the same logo that’s at center court in
Assembly Hall.
He says getting approval to use the logo
in this way from the IU Trademark and
Licensing Dept. was amusing, and quite
familiar, as he has policed the Google
brand in a similar way for so
many years.
He serves on the board of the Vista
Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired
in Palo Alto, Calif. Executive director Pam
Brandin says Krane has combined what
he has learned on the board with his
technical knowledge to advance computer
access for people with visual impairments
through Google.
“He’s got a business mind, but he’s got
such a warm heart,” Brandin says. “He asks
good questions and has high expectations.

“My true love, my true
core, was my time here in
Ernie Pyle Hall. This school
helped me get that clarity
and focus. It gave me a very
special, lifelong allegiance
to the Big Ten. This is a
profoundly special place.”

When I have an idea, one of my tests is,
‘What will David think of that?’”

The science of new media
Google’s insatiable appetite for new ideas
is one of the reasons Krane fits in so well
with the culture. He thrives on the fast
pace, the entrepreneurial spirit, the can-do
attitude. He’s also a firm believer in the
company’s data-driven methods.
Krane says the efficient science of
online marketing, in which users’ responses to advertising are instantly measurable
and target markets can be reached with little overhead, has exposed the innate flaws
in the print journalism business model.
Google software for online advertising,
used by papers including The New York
Times, scans stories in a given publication and pulls ads from a bank to match
content. The software gathers data on the
number of reader clicks and visits, providing advertisers and marketers with valuable information.
A substantial majority of the ad revenue
goes back to the paper.
Krane says that’s part of Google’s efforts
to develop a more amicable relationship
with news outlets. But with publishing

companies reluctant to give up control
of how an online page looks and feels,
Google still has a long way to go in tapping that particular market.
With online advertising dollars falling far short of the money generated by
print ads, Krane expects to see other revenue streams continue to develop. One
idea that’s caught on quickly is the “freemium” model, in which users access
basic content free of charge and pay for
premium content.
Krane sees most print news eventually
disappearing, giving way to online and
mobile outlets driven by targeted advertising and possibly by a micropayment
model, in which news companies could
generate revenue using Google as a onestop shopping gateway to paid content.
Amazon.com and Google Checkout
already offer this kind of service for
merchandise consumers who want to
consolidate and track their online purchasing via a single login.
Krane acknowledges no one yet has
developed a proven business model
for investigative journalism. And he
sees a weakness in citizen journalism,
in which, he says, “there’s no editor
between me and what I put on the
Internet as fact and truth.”
And that goes against everything he
learned in journalism school, which —
together with a four-year post on the
School of Informatics and Computing’s
dean’s advisory board — brings him
back to why he continues to return to
Bloomington.
“My true love, my true core, was my
time here in Ernie Pyle Hall,” he told
students during his recent visit. “This
school helped me get that clarity and
focus. It gave me a very special, lifelong
allegiance to the Big Ten. This is a profoundly special place.”

•
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Master of
His Trade
by Suzannah Evans
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Perpper Watkins

D

espite his quarter-century of experience covering the alcoholic beverage industry as the
editor of the trade journals Kane’s Beverage
News Daily and Kane’s Beverage Week, joel
whitaker, BS’64, ma’71, is a man of simple tastes.
he orders a glass of chardonnay and settles in with
a plate of popcorn at the reliable Source, the fusty
bar at the national Press club in washington, D.c.,
where he is the membership chairman. we sit at
a table between a flat-screen TV and a standup
piano to talk about covering the alcoholic beverage
industry, the transition from editing at major daily
newspapers to a one-man-band trade journal and
why success means carving out a niche in a hypercompetitive media environment.

Joel Whitaker

Newswire: Tell me about Frank Kane, the founder of your

Newswire: You worked for some major newspapers — The

newsletters.

Wall Street Journal, The St. Petersburg Times. How did your

Whitaker: He was a writer in the ’30s. He wrote radio shows,

experience as a traditional journalist inform your experience at

The Green Hornet, The Shadow, pulp novels. I know exactly the

a trade journal?

sort of novels he wrote. Every one of those things would have

Whitaker: You know it’s all the same case, in reality, it really is.

some blonde bimbo spread across the bed, blood streaming

Barney Kilgore’s contribution to journalism was not taking The

from her left to right boob. He’d churn those out lickety-split

Wall Street Journal from a 29,000 circulation Wall Street rag and

because they were all the same. Change it from murder at

building it to the nation’s largest daily newspaper and the only

the press club to murder at the Hilton then to murder at Ernie

national newspaper when he died, but rather his insight that it

Pyle Hall. He also did some work for Seagram Company, which

all depends upon what your community is. Our audience is that

at the time was the largest distiller in the world. He had this

alcohol-supplier and wholesale community, and the regulators

mélange of activity. That’s how the publication got started.

and the lawyers. So we just do the same thing you do in any
other journalistic enterprise. We sniff around and try to find stuff

Newswire: So how did you first come across it?

that is news and that is interesting and important and go with it.

Whitaker: I answered a three-line classified ad in The Wall
Street Journal. I’d gone from the Journal to Institutional Investor

Newswire: You wrote the page one news summary at The Wall

in New York, where I was managing editor of one of their news-

Street Journal early in your career. What was it like being one of

letters, which was called Bank Letter. And it took me six months

the first news aggregators?

to figure out that putting out a magazine was easier than put-

Whitaker: I never thought of it that way, but I guess that’s what

ting out a newspaper because you didn’t you have this big pro-

it was. Except it wasn’t aggregation in the sense of just ripping

duction tail that drives everything. Took me another six months

off somebody else’s copy, because it all got rewritten. The page

to figure out that newsletters were easier than magazines

one summaries were started by Barney Kilgore, so there had been

because you didn’t have to worry about selling ads, you just had

a long list of people who had followed his format. It was a pretty

to worry about selling subscribers. About that point I decided

decent work for me because I’d go into the office around 2:30

that since I’m making a lot of money for the boss, I could make

in the afternoon, and the first thing I would do is look at the

some of that for myself, and I started looking for a way to go

afternoon papers. I’d get the overnight AP and other reports, and

off on my own.

they came in on big rolls, and I’d sit there and unroll them into
wastebaskets until I found something I thought was interesting

Newswire: What’s the specific niche filled by Kane’s Beverage

and pull it off.

News Daily and Kane’s Beverage Week?
Whitaker: We report on the regulation of alcoholic beverages.

Newswire: So you had pretty much 100 percent discretion on

For instance, the health care bill, as it turns out, has a hundred-

what you printed on the front page?

some-odd pages devoted to the Indian Health Service. And in

Whitaker: Obviously you couldn’t have lousy news judgment.

those hundred-odd pages, there are at least 20-some references

This was during the Vietnam era, and so most days I played

to alcoholic beverages and the harm caused thereby to Indians,

Vietnam stories at the top. When the Pentagon Papers story

and lots of references to the Centers for Disease Control. So,

was being broken by The New York Times, I ran that at the top

out of that, we can draw some deductions that I’ll try to follow

because I thought it was truly important. The same thing went

up with reporting. One of the deductions we can draw is there’s

for the Watergate stuff. At a certain point I got just tired of the

likely to be a new focus on alcohol and health issues, leading to

body counts because I’d done some work for army intelligence

discussion about raising taxes.

when I was in the army back in the draft era, and I knew for a
fact we were in an unwinnable situation. So I just the started

Newswire: I thought the health care bill was so long no human

at the end of every column to put down a line that said, “The

could possibly read it.

army said that another 37 soldiers died today, in the 973rd day

Whitaker: I have people, sources who get it read. You know, in

of the war.”

all of reporting, sources are everything. I’ve been covering this
beat for 25 years, so yeah, I have some pretty good sources.
People talk to me.
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“We just do the same thing you do in any other

journalistic enterprise. We sniff around and try to
find stuff that is news and that is interesting and
important and go with it.”

Newswire: What are the hot topics in the alcoholic beverage

Newswire: What would you say to a young IU journalist

industry right now?

graduate coming into the world in these uncertain times?

Whitaker: Taxes, alcohol abuse issues, drunk driving/underage

Whitaker: If you’re asking me, do I think there is a future for

drinking primarily, direct shipping of wine to consumers — the

journalists, yeah I do. I can’t tell you exactly where. I’m sure

wholesalers absolutely hate that idea. And Sunday sales. I can

trade publications will be around. I think the demise of daily

make the Sunday sales argument either way.

newspapers is vastly overrated, largely because our reporters
have not done a good job at looking at the story themselves.

Newswire: You’ve been able to scoop the big newspapers from

If you look at the circulation numbers, you find out much of

time to time. What do you attribute that to — your sources?

the decline of circulation is because newspapers themselves

Whitaker: Sometimes luck, too. One of the scoops we had was

have decided to drop substantial amounts of circulation that

being able to tell the industry exactly when they were going to

were not popular to deliver. Case in point, The Atlanta Journal-

get hit with a tax increase. I was down here sitting in a very hot,

Constitution decided to stop serving people in western North

very dull, very stuffy hearing room. I think it was for the House

Carolina. A hundred thousand subscribers just gone with that

Ways and Means Committee. The guy testifying was the assis-

decision.

tant secretary of treasury for tax policy. He was rambling on and
on. Then all of a sudden, the chairman says to him, “Now Mr.

Newswire: But it’s a painful decision.

So-and-So, don’t you think that there should be an increase in

Whitaker: Only if you’re not interested in making money. I

taxes on liquor and beer and wine?” He pauses for a moment.

worked for Nelson Poynter. I was in his little training academy

That woke me up. He says, “Well, Mr. Chairman” — and this is

program down there [in St Petersburg, Fla.]. One of the things

during the Reagan era — he says, “we are absolutely opposed

that his circulation director pointed out to us was that our circu-

to any sort of tax increase. However,” — another long, pregnant

lation territory is three miles to the east and three miles to the

pause — “we’re not opposed to user fees.” That was all it took

west of US 19. That’s it.

for me to go back and say flatly that their taxes were going up.
General media didn’t pick it because they’re not focused on this

Newswire: In a sense, trade journals are about hyper-local

little industry. My competitors weren’t there and if they were,

coverage even though an industry may be national.

they probably wouldn’t have been awake anyway.

Whitaker: It’s all about the community you’re serving. I was a
carrier for The Indianapolis News and delivered the Blue Streak,

Newswire: So what’s your pleasure? You like chardonnay?

which was their stock market final edition that came out at

Whitaker: Chardonnay.

4:30 in the afternoon and you had to get delivered by 6. You
had this huge circulation territory, a doctor or two on every

Newswire: That’s it?

block. You’ve got to know who your readership is, what their

Whitaker: In the summer, I do vodka tonics. I’m unfortunately

community is, what their interests are and then you go forward

close to allergic to beer, if not allergic. We don’t do tastings,

from there.

•

you see. I really don’t care how it tastes. I have very low taste
buds. I buy cheap chardonnay.
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Suzannah Evans, MA’07, is a writer based in Washington, D.C.

student experiences

Ernie Pyle Scholar Kastner chosen for White House energy forum
reshman and Ernie Pyle Scholar Lauren Kastner’s experiences
as a leader in the local Sierra Club’s coal free campaign led
to her selection as a participant in the White House forum on
energy in December.
The Clean Energy Economy Forum drew more than 120
youth leaders, experts and advocates from public and private
sectors to Washington, D.C., to brainstorm with one another
and with Cabinet members on solutions to energy issues.
The Washington, D.C.-based Energy Action Coalition helped
Kastner and other youth leaders with travel and hotel arrangements and other preparations for the forum.
Participants heard from several members of President
Obama’s cabinet, including Secretary of the Interior Ken
Salazar; Secretary of Energy Steven Chu; administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency Lisa Jackson; and Secretary of
Labor Hilda Solis.
“I can’t even express what an incredible feeling it was to be
sitting in the same room with some of these youth participants
and hearing all of the unbelievable things my peers — MY
peers! — have accomplished and are doing now in their communities,” Kastner wrote for the journalism Web site after the
conference. “As the second youngest person in the room, I felt
so welcome and in my element and I am proud that I was able
to hold my own and step up as a brainstorm leader.”
Later, participants had the opportunity to share their ideas
with national environmental leaders.
“I had a lot of confidence during this part of the conference
to speak up and share my own ideas, despite being intimidated by age differences and my peers’ track records,” Kastner
wrote. “I attribute this confidence to my training in journalism because I have been conditioned to speak up and ask the
tough questions. I think my training in journalism has given me
an incredibly useful set of skills in any situation to become a
communicator.”
Kastner jumped into journalism as well as campus activities
when she arrived at IU last fall. She interned with Sierra Club’s
Beyond Coal campaign, Coal Free IU, working to transition
campus to clean and renewable energy, and was the media
coordinator for the group. She is president of Coal Free IU for
the spring semester.
A Columbus, Ind., native, Kastner is pursuing a journalism degree, a certificate in public affairs at the IU School of
Public and Environmental Affairs, and a minor in Latin. Read
her report at journalism.indiana.edu in the Blogs section of
Journalism Experiences.

Courtesy
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Freshman Lauren Kastner attended the Clean Energy Economy
Forum in Washington, D.C., in December.

NABJ launches service projects
Members of the IU chapter of the National Association of Black
Journalists spent part of the fall semester producing materials and
working with the IU Archives of African American Music and Culture
for its November conference, “Reclaiming the Right to Rock: Black
Experiences in Rock Music.”
The service project allowed the members to work in advertising,
marketing, public relations and reporting. Chapter president Ashlee
Green said IU professor Portia Maultsby, director of the archives,
presented the project to members earlier in the fall. The members
handled the conference’s promotion, getting out word of the event
through Facebook, flyers and other promotional materials.
Members also reported on the conference to help record the experience for the IU Archives of African American Music and Culture.
— Shannon McEnerney

Spring 2010
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student experiences

Reporting on HIV/AIDS in Kenya added to travel courses

A

ssociate professor Jim Kelly, who has extensive experience with the reporting of HIV/AIDS, has developed a
new travel course for the summer that will take students
to Kenya to learn how to report on the disease.
Students will spend time in Bloomington learning
about HIV/AIDS and the epidemic in sub-Saharan
Africa, the culture of East Africa and the media
system in Kenya before traveling to Nairobi and
Eldoret, Kenya.
For the second part of the course, they will
spend three weeks in Kenya working with
communication students from Moi University to
report on health care topics in the area. A special
focus will be programs associated with IU-Kenya
Partnership’s AMPATH project (Academic Model Providing
Access to Healthcare). The IU School of Medicine has a 20year partnership with Moi University’s medical school.
Students’ stories will be published on the journalism
Web site and marketed to other media outlets.
Kelly spent 10 days in Kenya last summer preparing
for the course.

The journalism school will continue three travel courses
offered during spring break: a study of Ernie Pyle in London
and Paris; international public relations in Japan; and
technology and the news in South Korea. In May, a group
of students will travel to Santiago, Chile, to study Latin
American media.

Students attend PR conference in San Diego

I

Courtesy

n November, four public relations students traveled to San Diego for the Public Relations Student
Society of America annual conference, held in conjunction with the conference of the Public Relations
Society of America.
Taylor MacKenzie, Kristina Hunter, Ali Meyer
and Darcy Marlett spent three days at the conference learning about community service, sports
and entertainment public relations and legal issues
related to the Internet.
The keynote speaker was Arianna Huffington,
founder of Huffingtonpost.com, who talked about
new media trends and their impact on consumers.
Meyer and Marlett blogged about the experience on the journalism Web site, /journalism.indiana.edu/journalism-experiences/blog/.
“We all came away with ideas on how to
improve the IU chapter,” Meyer wrote.

PRSSA conference attendees were, from left, Ali Meyer, Taylor MacKenzie, Kristina
Hunter and Darcy Marlett.
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1950s
James L. Merrell, BA’52, a retired pastor and
religious journalist from St. Louis, gave the invocation at the opening session of the U.S. Senate
Oct. 15. He was invited to be the guest chaplain on that day by Sen. Richard Lugar (R-Ind.),
LLD’91. Lugar and Merrell were classmates at
Shortridge High School in Indianapolis in the late
1940s. Merrell writes, “Every day I feel gratitude
that my educational path led through Bloomington and I had the privilege of knowing [professors]
John Stempel and J. Wymond French [who was
in charge of the Indiana Daily Student] as well as
others whose impact as no-nonsense journalists as
well as quiet and literate men of faith encouraged
me to pursue a career in religious communication.” Merrell was named outstanding journalism
graduate of the IU Class of 1952.
Dick Routh, BA’57, recently returned a Sports
Illustrated to fellow IU journalism graduate Jim
Bright, BA’74, 22 1/2 years after Jim loaned it
to him. Routh and Bright worked together at
Ford Motor Co. public affairs in Dearborn, Mich.,
before both retired and moved back to Indiana.
Still attached to the Jan. 19, 1987, issue was a
Ford memo from Jim: “Dick, here’s the Sports
Illustrated with the article about Isiah Thomas. No
need to return it.” Routh returned the magazine
in near-mint condition. Routh, who makes his
home in Nashville, Ind., and Bright, an IU School
of Journalism faculty member who lives in Bloomington, got together at a Sept. 10 Bloomington
Rotary Club luncheon featuring IU Football Coach
Bill Lynch.

1970s
James H. Clarke, BA’71, is associate creative
director of AbelsonTaylor Inc., an independently
owned, full-service, health-care advertising agency, based in Chicago. He lives in Griffith, Ind.
Marjorie Mullen Treff, BA’79, MS’04,
recently completed her doctorate in adult, higher
and community education. She lives in Fort
Wayne, Ind.
In April, Indianapolis Star reporter Barbara L.
Berggoetz, BA’73, MA’79, wrote an article on
IU alumna Mary E. Hays, MS’00, a mental health
counselor from Southport, Ind., who ran the 2009
Boston Marathon along with her 80-year-old
father, Marc. This was the sixth marathon they
have run together, and they finished the 26.2-mile
course in 6 hours and 27 minutes. According to

Berggoetz, who also ran the marathon, father
and daughter were easy to spot: “He [wore] his
‘Indiana Dad’ T-shirt, and she [wore] her ‘Indiana
Daughter’ T-shirt.” Hays’ father, who began running marathons at the age of 60, has competed
in 34 so far.
Michael H. Starks, BA’74, writes, “As Starks
Communications, my wife and I provide speechwriting and interactive marketing services to
businesses, universities, not-for-profit organizations and government agencies.” Starks lives in
Zionsville, Ind.
Charles H. Lichtman, BA’77, a partner with
the law firm Berger Singerman in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., has been named to the Best Lawyers
in America list, which recognizes the top 1
percent of lawyers in the country. He recently
served as statewide lead counsel for the Florida
Democratic Party, where he formulated and
oversaw the voter protection plan that recruited
more than 5,800 lawyers for poll watching in
Florida on Election Day in November. Lichtman
also was named to the Florida Federal Judicial
Nominating Commission, which recommends
candidates for judicial and law-enforcement
positions to the state’s two U.S. senators, who
pass on the nominations to President Obama.
Lichtman, a member of the School of Journalism Alumni Board, lives in Hollywood, Fla. His
daughter Brooke is a sophomore in the school.
In June, Sherri Burrell Monteith, BA’79,
completed a master’s degree in public policy
from Ohio State University’s John Glenn School
of Public Affairs. She is manager of state
legislative and regulatory policy at American
Electric Power Co. Monteith and her husband,
Gene, BA’79, a senior account manager for the
Cochran Group Inc., live and work in Columbus,
Ohio, and have three grown children, two of
whom are students at IU Bloomington.

1980s
Amelia Vent Graham, BA’81, is vice
president of the Texas Landscape and Nursery
Association, an Austin-based organization that
advocates for landscape, nursery and gardensupply businesses through legislation, education
and networking. She lives in Round Rock, Texas.
Janet L. Graham, BA’81, is a news copy editor for the Detroit Free Press. She writes, “I was
part of the team at the Detroit Free Press that

recently won the Pulitzer Prize for our local news
coverage.” Graham is a member of the U.S. Tennis Writers Association and the American Copy
Editors Society. She likes to read, travel and play
golf in her spare time. Graham lives in Detroit.
Ray E. Boomhower, BA’82, MA’95, is a
senior editor for the Indiana Historical Society.
He writes, “My book Robert F. Kennedy and
the 1968 Indiana Primary, published by Indiana
University Press, 2008, won top honors in the
Nonfiction-Historical/Biographical category of
the Indiana Center for the Book’s 2009 Best
Books of Indiana awards. Each entry was judged
on the quality of writing, with organization
and interpretation also considered. Books by
Indiana authors or about Indiana and published
in 2008 were eligible. This year’s winners will
be engraved on a plaque in the Indiana Authors
Room where one copy of their books will remain
indefinitely. Three copies of all 2009 competition
entries have been added to the State Library’s
collection. Two copies of each entry will circulate. Indiana citizens can borrow any Best Books
of Indiana title at the State Library or request it
via interlibrary loan at their local public library.”
Boomhower lives in Indianapolis.
In September, Bloomington, Ind., Mayor
Mark R. Kruzan, BA’82, JD’85, appeared as
a guest on the “Mayor Monday” segment of
Fox Business Network’s Fox Business with Liz
Claman and David Asman. Kruzan answered
questions about Bloomington’s local economy
and spoke about the city’s approach to economic development. The nationally syndicated
program usually features mayors from larger
metropolitan areas, and the hosts pointed to
Bloomington as an example of how smaller
cities can balance their budgets while preserving important municipal programs and services.
Much of the discussion during the segment can
be seen at https://bloomington.in.gov. Kruzan
lives in Bloomington.
“After 14 years specializing in employment communications advertising, working
for agencies in Chicago, Ill.,” writes Christine
Nolan Mazzucchelli, BA’85, “I launched an
e-commerce business in 2001. Baby Burps are
personalized diaper clothes primarily sold via
my Web site, www.ebabyburps.com. In 2006, I
decided to re-enter the corporate sector. I went
to work for a start-up medical health care staffing company, BrightStar Healthcare, and was
instrumental in helping them sell and market
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Seven decades and counting

From top, Betty
“B.j.” weesner in
1947; B.j.’s dad,
edward “Pug”
weesner; B.j. today
with the old linotype
in her paper’s
back shop.
courtesy photos

Betty “B.J.” Weesner, BA’51, went to school when journalism was still journalism. She recalls this gem, for example, which likely is no longer part of the writing
instructions at Ernie Pyle Hall: “Be brief. Make your stories like a woman’s skirt. Long
enough to cover the subject, but short enough to be interesting.” And this one:
“You do not ‘hold’ meetings. You only ‘hold’ with your hands.” But while Weesner
may be proudly old school, she’s far from old-fashioned. She’s still editor and publisher of the Danville, Ind., Republican, and she puts out the paper with digital
cameras and digital production. Don’t, in fact, think of her as “old” at all.
“There’s always something new,” she says, by way of explaining what motivates
her after more than seven decades in the business. “And I guess I’m
just nosy enough to keep having fun doing it. I enjoy
people.” Wait, seven decades? Weesner’s journalism
career started long before she graduated from IU,
she explains.
“I’ve been at The Republican all my life,” she says.
“I was born into it. I have printer’s ink in my blood.” Her
father, Edward “Pug” Weesner, who started as a linotype
operator at the paper in the 1920s, soon became owner
and president — and she started reporting and writing
school news for $1 a week in the fourth grade.
She says her dad’s news philosophy may be the reason
The Republican is actually gaining circulation when so
many other bigger papers are losing customers.
“We are a community paper,” she says. “When
Lindbergh soloed the Atlantic, a man asked my
father why there wasn’t something in the paper
about it, and my dad said, ‘He doesn’t live in
Hendricks County.’ And that’s why I think we might
survive a little longer than some of the dailies. We
are concerned only with the local news.”
Despite growing up in the newsroom, Weesner
says her time at IU provided lessons she still uses
every day.
“More important to me is what I learned about
life outside the curriculum,” she says. “I learned
to be more tolerant. I learned to organize my time
to better advantage. I learned to make my own
decisions. I learned, and I’m still learning.”
There’s one thing she has no plans to learn,
however. “I’ve gone from hand-set headlines
through linotype, photo typesetting and now
computers,” she says. “The only thing in the
shop I was afraid to try was the metal saw. I liked
my fingers.”
— Russell Jackson, BA’83, is a freelance writer
in West Hollywood, Calif.
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their franchising program. I have become very
passionate about working in the long term/home
care industry and have recently aligned myself
with Elderluxe, an Internet retailer marketing
products in helping aging adults. I am spearheading sales and marketing efforts on a national level. I live in Glenview with my husband,
Marvin, and four children. I continue to [realize]
the tremendous benefits of working, networking
and balancing family life commitments. I can be
reached at cmazz@earthlink.net.”

Sanders argues before U.S. Supreme Court

Tim Gallimore, MA’86, PhD’92, is the assistant commissioner of the Missouri Department of Higher Education. He previously served
four years as a public information officer at the
United Nations.
Marcy A. Watson, BA’86, is president of
Elpama Communications, an Indianapolis-area
public relations and marketing firm she started
in January to help small- to medium-sized companies with their public relations and marketing
needs. Watson lives in Zionsville, Ind., and can be
reached at asowatson@indy.rr.com.

1990s
In April, IUPUI and its schools paid homage to donors, supporters and individuals who
have propelled the campus forward in key
mission areas by presenting the 2009 Spirit of
Philanthropy Awards. The School of Journalism
recognized Karen T. Braeckel, MA’92, Cert’03,
for her long-term support of the school and its
programs. She has supported the Pat McKeand
Scholarship, named for the former publisher
of the Sagamore, and the IUPUI Journalism
Unrestricted Fund. Braeckel joined the Hoosier
State Press Association in 1999 as director of
member services and currently is chief executive of the HSPA Foundation. Before joining the
organization, she worked at The Indianapolis
Star and News for 14 years, taught for 10 years
in elementary and middle schools, and was an
adjunct faculty member at Butler University.
Braeckel, who also serves on the IU School of
Journalism Alumni Board, lives in Indianapolis.
Christopher C. Hedges, BA’92, is an attorney for the law firm Wartman Conover Fox
& Hedges in Merrillville, Ind. He lives in Crown
Point, Ind.
“I am a communications professional working in the Los Angeles area,” writes Kimberly
K. Kwon, BA’92. “I have many interests outside
of work, including photography, knitting and
crochet work, and design. Visit my blog at http://
kkhymn.wordpress.com.”

Courtesy

Charles J. “Chuck” Small, BA’87, of Raleigh,
N.C., has been accepted into the master’s
program in school counseling at North Carolina
State University. He also proofreads and edits
the class notes section of NC State Magazine,
the university’s alumni publication, and does
freelance editing for corporate clients.

Steve Sanders, BA’84,
made his first argument
at the U.S. Supreme Court
in November. Sanders,
who has practiced law
at Mayer Brown LLP in
Chicago since 2006,
became only the second
lawyer in the firm’s history
to argue a paid-client case
at the Supreme Court as
an associate. The case,
Pottawattamie County
v. McGhee, involves the
immunity of prosecutors
from lawsuits for civil
rights violations. The argument received extensive
coverage in the mainstream and legal media,
including The New York
Times and The Wall Street
Journal Law Blog.
Sanders believes his
journalism education, along with his time on the Indiana Daily Student, was good
preparation for work as an appellate litigation attorney. That’s because although
oral argument gets public attention, most cases are won or lost based on the
quality of writing and argument in the briefs. (Sanders says editorials and opinion
columns were his favorite form of journalism.)
Law is Sanders’s second career. From 1986 to 2002, he was an administrator on the IU Bloomington campus, serving as assistant to Chancellor Kenneth
Gros Louis and an assistant dean in the College of Arts and Sciences. He received
his law degree in 2005 from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating magna cum laude. He maintains his IU ties by serving on the IU Alumni
Association executive council and the Journalism Alumni Board. He is also coaching a moot court team for IU’s Maurer School of Law.

Amy Burkhead Wolverton, BA’92, was
one of 12 corporate volunteers who received the
2009 Idealist of the Year awards, presented by
the organization City Year Washington, D.C. The
awards are presented to those who have made a
difference in the community through volunteerism
and outstanding community service. Wolverton is
the senior corporate counsel for federal regulatory
affairs with T-Mobile USA in Washington, D.C.,
where she lives.

Scott M. Field, BA’93, is teaching French at
Glenbrook High School in Glenview, Ill. He lives
in Chicago.
In June, Suzanne Lang Fodor, Cert/BA’96,
completed filming What If… with John Ratzenberger and Kevin Sorbo. The film is to be released in February 2010. Last fall, she joined The
Theatre School at DePaul University as an adjunct
faculty member. Lang Fodor lives in Chicago.
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Ronald P. Whitworth, BAJ’97, has joined
the law firm Sullivan & Worcester as an associate
in the regulated industries department of the
company’s Washington, D.C., office. He focuses
his practice on telecommunications regulatory
matters and communications transactions.
Whitworth has represented clients on licensing,
compliance, corporate, policy and transactional
matters before the Federal Communications
Commission and other domestic and international regulatory agencies. Before joining
Sullivan & Worcester, he worked for the FCC
and was an associate with the law firm Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth. Prior to law school, Whitworth spent six years as editor-in-chief of Inside
Wisconsin and Badger Nation Magazine and
covered University of Wisconsin athletics for the
Associated Press. He has appeared on dozens of
local and national radio and television programs,
including ESPN Radio and Fox Sports Radio.
Whitworth is also a former associate producer
for “The George Michael Sports Machine” and
the NBC-4 Sports Department in Washington,
D.C.
Laura Taflinger, BAJ’98, lives in London
and shoots and edits Web videos in her role as
multimedia producer for Creative and Cultural
Skills. Before that, she spent two years editing at
a small production company specializing in British South Asian media. Some of her work can
be found at her personal Web site, videowallah.
com.

2000s
Christin Nance Lazerus, BAJ’00, is a copy
editor and designer for the Post-Tribune in Merrillville, Ind. She lives in Highland, Ind.
Nathan G. Alley, BAJ’01, is a staff attorney
with the Environmental Defense Center in Santa
Barbara, Calif.
Kilynn P. Honiotes, Cert/BS’03, of Portland,
Ore., is the corporate service manager for the
NBA’s Portland Trail Blazers. She is also pursuing
a master’s degree in strategic communication at
the University of Oregon.
Stacey Palevsky, BAJ’03, has won a Northern California Society of Professional Journalists
award for best feature writing for her story on
end-of-life care. She lives in San Francisco and is
a staff writer for J., the Jewish news weekly of
northern California.
Laura R. Kirtley, BAJ’04, writes, “I was recently promoted to anchor of the morning show
at television station WLFI in West Lafayette, Ind.
I co-anchor the CBS affiliate’s show from 5 to
7 a.m. Anchoring is a dream come true, but
the new wake-up call (2:45 a.m.) has been an
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adjustment! For the last year, I have anchored
the weekend newscasts and reported during the
week. After I graduated from IU, I got involved
in politics, working on Capitol Hill for Sen. Evan
Bayh, D-Ind., and Congressman Brad Ellsworth,
D-Ind. But, I finally decided it was time to put
my journalism degree to work. I never imagined
I would end up in Boilermaker Country. The
Hoosier in me is still alive and well. I make sure
to wear my IU gear around town to show my
support.” Kirtley lives in Lafayette.
Elyna Niles-Carnes, BAJ’04, writes, “I’m
currently a weekend producer at television sta-

tion KSHB in Kansas City, Mo. I’m in charge of
our 5 and 10 newscasts. During the week, I work
closely with our consumer reporter educating the
public about recent scams. We also help people
in the community to get the justice they deserve
while educating viewers how not to become
victims.” Niles-Carnes lives in Kansas City.
Brandon T. Tucker, BAJ’04, is a senior writer
and special projects editor for Myrtle Beach,
S.C.-based WorldGolf.com, golf’s most read
publication. He writes, “My education at Indiana
University, and specifically through the School
of Journalism and organizations including the

IDS assignment started
Sullivan on path to
speaking career
Perhaps journalism’s finest perk is the places
you go and the things you discover in the
course of reporting a story. On an assignment
for the Indiana Daily Student, T.J. Sullivan,
BA’88, went to the Pi Kappa Phi house and
found his future.
“My first beat assignment was to report
on the fraternity and sorority community,
which I knew nothing about,” he says now.
“By chance, a new fraternity was starting on
campus that semester, and in the process of reporting on it, I got sucked in. Turned out,
I loved it. I went on to work for that fraternity after college, and that led to my speaking
career.”
He’s now CEO and vice president at CAMPUSPEAK, a “blue collar” — as he puts it —
speakers’ bureau based in Aurora, Colo. The bureau specializes in less-famous-but-betterattuned presenters on topics ranging from sexual assault prevention and healthy choices
regarding alcohol to social justice and effective student organization leadership.
Sullivan himself has spoken to about 2 million students in all 50 states, although he’s
now a part-timer on the speaking circuit. He also produces an award-winning blog and is
hard at work on a book for college student leaders that he hopes to self-publish in 2010.
And, he reports, he and partner Scott Strong recently adopted their second child.
Sullivan says he misses journalism “intensely” sometimes, but he points out that his
journalism school days at IU still have meaning to him every day.
“I felt like a total traitor forsaking a true journalism career,” he says, “but honestly, this
path would never have occurred to me were it not for my beat assignment at the IDS.”
He sees something of himself in some of his employees, too.
“Many of my best hires have been journalism majors who went a different direction,”
he says. “There’s something about the ethic one learns in journalism that translates beautifully into the world of the entrepreneur.”
— Russell Jackson, BA’83
Courtesy

Dara Kates Levan, Cert/BA’96, is a speechlanguage pathologist who works with parents
and educators in South Florida. She has two
children and lives in Fort Lauderdale.
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Alicia P. Webb, BAJ’04, is a meeting planner
with Baxter Healthcare Corporation in Deerfield,
Ill. Alicia joined Baxter in June 2008. She resides
in north suburban Chicago and can be reached
at aliciawebb1982@comcast.net.
Lyndsay K. Gilman, BAJ’05, is the first
U.S. employee of the Dublin, Ireland-based
technology company Electronic Product Services
Ltd. She is the client-service coordinator and
manages the Plainfield, Ind., office. Gilman lives
in Indianapolis.
Kama M. Korvela, BAJ’05, has been promoted to account manager at Doe-Anderson
Inc., an advertising and public relations agency
in Louisville, Ky. She was hired by the agency in
April 2007 as proofreader/project manager. In
January 2008, she was promoted to assistant
account manager. She works on a variety of accounts, including Louisville Slugger and the Ohio
River Bridges Project. She lives in Louisville.
Jacqueline E. Lowe, BAJ’06, is the associate
director for alumni relations at Loyola University
Medical Center in Maywood, Ill. She lives in
Naperville, Ill.
Lindsay E. Michnick, BAJ’06, writes that she
is a proposal manager for an IT company that
contracts for the U.S. government. She lives in
Potomac, Md.
Julia A. Nicewander, BAJ’06, works for
Junior Achievement in Chicago.
Brittany Hite, BAJ’07, is an assistant editor
at China Economist in Beijing. She moved to her
current position after working two years at the
foreign desk of The Wall Street Journal.
The IU Chapter of the Public Relations
Student Society of America hosted an event for
“Young IU Public Relations Professionals” on
Oct. 7 in the IU Auditorium. Panelists included Miranda L. McCage, BAJ’07, an account
executive with MediaSauce, Indianapolis; Philip
L. Johnson, BAJ’07, a media-relations specialist
with the Indiana Economic Development Corporation in Indianapolis; and Marsha Dawes
Lovejoy, BAJ’08, public-relations coordinator for
Cook Medical of Bloomington, Ind. The panelists
offered tips for IU students who aspire to work
in corporate, government or agency public
relations.
Lauren E. Smith, BAJ’07, completed a
master’s degree in media and public affairs

Blogs, tweets all part of
investigative strategies
As an investigative reporter,
Christina Jewett, BAJ’02, says
her job is not so much about the
people she’s writing about, but
the people she’s writing for —
the readers and viewers whose
lives are affected by her investigations.
Take a story Jewett wrote last
year when she was a staff writer
for ProPublica, a nonprofit investigative reporting shop in New
York. The subject was a Chicago
physician’s habit of overprescribing medication manufactured by
a drug company to which he had questionable ties. After the story ran in the
Chicago Tribune, the editor there with whom Jewett worked received a tearful
call from the mother of one of the doctor’s patients. The article, the mom said,
gave her hope that someone understood her plight.
“You really learn the value of what you do when you get feedback from
people who feel vindicated by your work,” says Jewett, now the health and
welfare reporter for California Watch, a new project of the Center for Investigative Reporting. “The caller was so grateful to have her situation brought
into the light of day.”
News audiences don’t feel that kind of connection when they consume
stories focusing on celebrity gossip, says Jewett. That’s why many in the business feel that investigative reporting is still, despite the Twitter-ization of the
news, the heart and soul of journalism.
Although the Center for Investigative Reporting began more than 30 years
ago, it has pushed to keep up with the digital curve. And while Jewett is a
full-time investigative reporter in the classic Woodward-and-Bernstein sense,
she’s not stuck in the 1970s. Twitter tweets are a key way she stays in touch,
and her job entails frequent blogs on topics in her subject matter areas of
expertise. It helps in any medium, she says, to be “platform agnostic” because
you never know what format your work will end up in nor what type of medium you’ll wind up working for next.
Jewett learned news judgment and a sense of what’s fair from her journalism school classes — especially the media law courses — and as a reporter,
editor and editor-in-chief for the Indiana Daily Student. At California Watch,
she puts those skills to work.
And it’s likely where she’ll stay, at least for the foreseeable future, because
she enjoys the legwork of hands-on investigative reporting.
“There’s a lot to investigate in California,” says Jewett, who is based in
Sacramento, “and a million reasons to love it here. I couldn’t be happier
where I am.”
— Russell Jackson, BA’83

Courtesy

Indiana Daily Student, IUSTV, WIUS and more enabled me to land an exciting career doing what
I love. As a writer and editor with WorldGolf.
com, I’m able to travel around the world and
visit some of the best golf courses and resorts
out there, while delivering my message through
articles, photos, blogs, video, podcasting and
more. IU has some great resources and opportunities, especially outside the classroom.
Publications and networks want work samples,
not GPA, so be sure you’ve got a portfolio ready
BEFORE you graduate.”
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Alumni Bookshelf
Thomas A. Bowers, BA’64, MA’69, PhD’71, is the author of Making News: One Hundred
Years of Journalism and Mass Communication at Carolina (The University of North Carolina
Press, 2009). A professor emeritus at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Bowers
taught in the UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication from 1976 until 2006 and
served at different times as the school’s associate dean, senior associate dean and interim
dean. He lives in Chapel Hill.

Ruins (Akashic Books, 2009), by Achy Obejas, ’79, is the story of Usnavy, a man named
in honor of U.S. Navy ships in Guantanamo Bay who still believes in the Communist dream
but who struggles to support his family amid the hardships of 1990s Cuba. Huffingtonpost.
com’s Nina Sankovitch named obejas one of five great women writers of 2009, and the book
received rave reviews from the Los Angeles Times, Publishers Weekly, The Miami Herald and
others. obejas is a former Chicago Tribune staff writer who has written for Vogue, Playboy, Ms.
and other publications. She is a music reviewer for The Washington Post and a book reviewer
for In These Times. obejas is a member of the Journalism Alumni Board.

Megan McMorris, BA’92, is the editor of P.S. What I Didn’t Say: Unsent Letters to Our Female
Friends, published in 2009 by Seal Press. The book is a collection of unsent letters from various
women writers to their female friends representing a range of unspoken emotions, from feelings of love to expressions of anger. McMorris is a freelance writer living in Portland, ore. She
has previously written books on women and their pets.

from George Washington University in May.
She works for the National Journalism Center in
Washington, D.C. Smith lives in Falls Church, Va.

N.C. She is training for a marathon and has
started a blog, www.runnerscraze.blogspot.
com.

Karly Tearney Sinise, BAJ’07, received
first-, second- and third-place awards in separate
categories in the 2009 Indiana Associated Press
Managing Editors Photojournalism Contest. She
works for The Herald Republican in Angola, Ind.
Sinise’s husband, Michael, BS’07, is an accounts
receivable analyst with Simon Property Group in
Indianapolis, where the couple lives.

Marsha E. Dawes, BAJ’08, married Joseph
F. Lovejoy, BA’07, MS’09, at Beck Chapel
on the IU Bloomington campus on June 20.
She is a public relations coordinator for Cook
Medical Inc. in Bloomington. He is an assistant
director at the Career Development Center at
IU Bloomington.

Lanetta J. Williams, MA’07, is an associate
producer for television station WDIV in Detroit.
She is responsible for producing and writing for
a number of news programs. A former editorial intern for the Indiana Alumni Magazine,
Williams previously worked for two years at
television station WZZM in Grand Rapids. She
lives in Detroit.
Meredith C. Brown, BAJ’08, is an assistant
account executive at Gibbs & Soell in Raleigh,
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Andrew J. Kincius, BAJ’08, of Bloomington, Ind., is a drummer with the bands Knifey
Spoonie and Spank Ray. He also works in the
tasting room of oliver Winery and is a student
at Ivy Tech Community College pursuing a
graphic design career-development certificate.
A. Sarah Payne-Mills, BAJ’08, is an
editorial assistant for Solution Tree, a provider
of educational strategies, tools, research and
teaching materials. She lives and works in
Bloomington, Ind.

Shannon C. Valentine, BAJ’08, is a business
analyst for Bright Side Inc. in Chagrin Falls, ohio,
where she lives. In March, she was elected to the
board of directors of Verb Ballets, a Cleveland
not-for-profit dance organization dedicated to
performing high-quality, thought-provoking
works by contemporary choreographers from
across the nation.
Jessica K. Anderson, BA’09, has joined
the York (Pa.) Dispatch as the night beat police
reporter.
Haley K. Bakker, BAJ’09, has taken a position as assistant account executive for GolinHarris
in Chicago. She was an intern for GolinHarris
during the summer. Bakker and her Pi Beta Phi
teammates won the April 2009 Little 500.
Carly L. Cohen, BAJ’09, has taken a full-time
job in advertising sales at The Chicago Tribune.
Lydia E. Cox, BAJ’09, is the communications and marketing intern for Music for All, an
Indianapolis-based not-for-profit organization
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that promotes Bands of America, a high school
marching band competition. Bands of America
stages 12 shows throughout the United States.
Each show features more than 30 marching
bands, which compete to win the “Best in
Show” title. Indianapolis hosted the grand
national championships, featuring more than 90
bands at Lucas Oil Stadium in November. Cox
works with the organization’s marketing coordinator on marketing efforts, including program
books and signage for each event.
Kim N. Cullman, BAJ’09, began law school
at the University of Dayton in the fall.
Melissa A. Helsby, BAJ’09, received a sixmonth fellowship in the office of Georgia Gov.
Sonny Perdue in Atlanta. She will work for the
Commission for a New Georgia, a state agency
that seeks to reorganize and restructure state
government to cut costs and become better
equipped to serve the citizens of Georgia.
Alexandra M. Migyanko, BAJ’09, has
taken a full-time position as communications
specialist for Hillenbrand Industries Inc., the parent company for Batesville (Ind.) Casket Company. An intern at the company last summer,
she works in Hillenbrand’s human resources
department and will support the company’s
internal communications efforts.
Tracie E. Ortman, BAJ’09, has joined the

Obituaries
Gloria Goldsholl Broide, ’47, of Chevy Chase, Md., died Nov. 29. A former
journalism student and Indiana Daily Student reporter, she ran an antiques
and estate jewelry business in the Washington, D.C., area for about 25
years. In December she would have celebrated her 66th wedding anniversary
with Mace Broide, BA’47, former editor of the Indiana Daily Student and its
State Fair edition, whom she met on a blind date at a sorority event. Mace
became the political editor for the Evansville Press before quitting to work
for Sen. Vance Hartke, D-Ind. He later worked in public relations, returning
to the government as executive director of the Budget Committee of the
House of Representatives.

United Way of Greater Stark County in Canton,
Ohio, as marketing assistant.

Journalism as part of the Iraqi Young Leaders
Program.

Lindsay R. Pollack, BAJ’09, is teaching English in Costa Rica for a year where she is getting
to know the local people and customs, enjoying
“la pura vida,” and perfecting her Spanish skills.
Pollack is keeping a blog: hwww.travbuddy.com/
travel-blogs/59506/Dos-das-Milwaukee-1. Last
summer, she was a mentor to a group of Iraqi
students who spent a month at the School of

Aimee Reif, BAJ’09, has taken a full-time
job as an international marketing coordinator for
UX Alliance, an alliance of 16 user research firms
around the globe. As part of her new marketing
position, she travelled to Germany in September
and will visit New Zealand early next year.
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Reminisce with Marge
Basement box yields memories of magazines past

Tyra Robertson

W

Marjorie (Smith)
Blewett, BA’48

hat will your children find when they clean
out your attic, closets and basement?
Virginia Mead Savage, BA’40, MS’60, saved
everything. Her family has been discovering treasure and trash, since she died in September 2008,
in the East First Street home where she lived for
more than 50 years.
Her husband, Chris Savage, an IU journalism
professor, died in 1964. Among all the memorabilia in the Savage house’s basement was a big
box filled with copies of the Crimson Bull, the
humor magazine published by Sigma Delta Chi,
the men’s journalism honorary organization.
Chris Savage was the faculty adviser for the magazine in the 1950s. I inherited that big box.
I blew off the dust and inhaled the mustiness
of the years. The memories rolled as I looked
at staff names and bylines. I had trouble finding humor in the jokes and cartoons. They were
mostly about chasing girls. I was surprised at how
much was borrowed from other humor magazines of the era, such as the Minnesota Ski-UMah, the Harvard Lampoon, Colorado Dodo, Ohio
State Sundial and the Daily Worker. Some of the
magazines in my box were from these “exchanges.” I dumped them except for one copy of the
Lampoon edited by George Plimpton.
In the February 1950 issue I found an interview with Lawrence Wheeler, BA’21, who taught
in the journalism program and for many years
was the first head of the IU Foundation. Wheeler
said that he had founded the Crimson Bull in
1919.
He said humor magazines hadn’t changed
much over the years, and “I noticed one of my
jokes I wrote 30 years ago in the last issue (of the
Bull) under a different name of course.”

That 1920 Crimson Bull had a very classic design
with a five-color ad for Arrow collars. Other ads
in black and white touted the Book Nook for food
and drinks, and Mrs. C. R. Pleasants, who sold
up-to-date millinery, hairnets and veils.
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Buried among the magazines from the 1950s,
I found a real treasure, the Crimson Bull of
November 1920, Volume One, Number Two.
Its editor was Elmer W. Sherwood. On its sevenmember editorial board was Lawrence Wheeler.
That 1920 Crimson Bull had a very classic
design with a five-color ad for Arrow collars.
Other ads in black and white touted the Book
Nook for food and drinks, and Mrs. C. R.
Pleasants, who sold up-to-date millinery, hairnets and veils.
The Crimson Bull seemed to publish by fits
and starts over the years. In the 1930s, there
was a campus humor magazine called the Bored
Walk. Two copies were among the Savage collection, one from 1936, the other from 1938.
Then in the late 1940s there was a magazine
called the Date. A couple of copies were in the
Savage box. Reading the masthead for May 1947
is a trip through my past with friends from our
IU journalism heyday: Doan Helms, BA’49; Bill
Brooks, BA’47; Carl Foster, BA’49, MA’50; Don
Campbell, BA’48; Jack Pressley, BA’48; and Irwin
(Pancho) Boretz, BA’49.
There was one copy of a magazine called
the View from the late 1950s. It tried to be a bit
more sedate and was published by both Sigma
Delta Chi and Alpha Delta Sigma, an honorary
organization of the business school. Larry Adler,
BS’60, was its editor for Volume One. I don’t
think it lasted long.
So these magazines went from Virginia’s
basement to the School of Journalism and IU
Archives. There have been dozens of student
magazines since these of the 1950s: some funny,
some alternative, some journalistic, some from
students who think they want to start a magazine — must be fun!
Well, it was fun in the days of the Crimson
Bull and that magazine is fondly remembered.
There were so many laughs along the way — not
always from the girl-chasing jokes!
So we say -30- to the Crimson Bull, and
thanks to Virginia and Chris for the magazines!

Crimson Bull the source of many campus antics
A great source of Crimson Bull lore is Martha (Martie) Dietz, BA’52.
She was promotions manager in her senior year for both the
magazine and the Daily Student. (She went on to a career in public
relations with Hilton Hotels and in show business. Now she lives back
in Bloomington.)
Martie particularly treasured the infamous Crimson Bull calendar
of December 1951. The staff found some co-eds to pose for the
monthly pictures. By today’s standards, they were modestly clothed,
smiling pretty girls.
Ever the promoter, Martie sent the calendar to Marc Williams of
local radio station WTTS. He not only mentioned it on air but sent
it to a friend on the Indianapolis News. That paper reprinted one
picture, a co-ed modestly covered in a large towel. Reproduction
was not very good, Martie remembers, and the girl could have been
naked.
The model happened to be the daughter of a Franklin, Ind., minister. Everything “hit the fan.” Martie sent an item about the calendar
uproar to Walter Winchell, the era’s champion gossip columnist. He
used the story, much to Martie’s pleasure. Bob Wilcox, BA’52, was
editor of the Crimson Bull at that time and contacted the journalism
school last spring to say he still is proud of the calendar.
Another of Martie’s Crimson Bull stories was its Purdue Special
edition, which came out before the traditional “oaken Bucket” football game at IU. The Bull staff put signs all over campus and town:
“What is P.S.?” “When is P.S.?” “Who is P.S.?” and “Where is P.S.?”
Martie wasn’t in on the plan of one staffer and a pilot friend. The pilot flew over Memorial Stadium on 10th Street (now the Arboretum)
and dropped P.S. leaflets on the field during a game the week before
the Purdue game. IU drew a “delay of game” penalty that day while
the field was cleared. It was Martie who was called on the carpet
by John Stempel and the Dean of Students Col. Ray Shoemaker. It
certainly was a “P.S.,” Purdue Special.
Years later, Martie was doing public relations for the Hilton Hotels.
For the opening of the Beverly Hilton in Los Angeles, the top hotel
brass decided to drop small golden pellets over L.A. Some of them
had certificates for a weekend at the hotel, fine restaurant meals and
other goodies. Remembering the P.S. campaign, Martie suggested
that this was not a good idea. But she was young and a girl, so the
“suits” went ahead and dropped the golden pellets. There were
many complaints. Lawns, golf courses, and swimming pools all had
to be cleaned with brooms and shovels. Martie recalls that she didn’t
say, “I told you so,” but she sure thought it, and remembers it today,
along with other Crimson Bull antics.
— Marjorie (Smith) Blewett, BA’48
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The BIG Picture

Indiana Daily Student photographer James Brosher’s “Snowed In,” taken last winter, won first prize in the Indiana
Collegiate Press Association contest in December. Brosher is a senior in the School of Journalism.

